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International
Students:
. A Qu~lity Resource
The Internation.µ Students Association of the CUNY Graduate School and
University Center, held a seminar Jast May
entitled, "International Students: A Quality
Resource." Speakers were drawn from the
faculty, the student body, the · administration and the legal profession.
After an introduction by the
moderator, Ramesh Gehani of India, a
Ph.D. student iri Business Administration
' Financial'
Robert Gilleece, the Director of
Aid at the Graduate Center, took the
podium. Mr. GiHe,ece, who is also the
Assistant Vice-President of Student
Services, said that considering the fact that
international students were not allowed to
• work off-c~pus, the Graduate School had
established the International 'Stu dent
Employment Program out of a state-funded
fellowship. He ·stated that over one
hundred international. ·
. _..,
employed last ac~mic year throu . .
. program.. _
Mr; ,Gilleece pointed out ~
alma$
"
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late edition

Mich-~el Harrington
The L_a st Humanist?

The Doctoral Students Council is . . 0~ the evening of September 15th, friends of Michael Harrington gathered at
made up of three Co-Chairs and six Steer- R1vers1~e Church to pay final tribute. The speakers included David Dinkins Ruth
ing Committee mel!lbers. They were · Messi~ger, Josep~ ~urphy, Bogdan Denitch, and Irving Howe. "Mike,''~ his friends
elected at last year's May. 17th DSC meet- affectionately called him, died this past summer after a long bout with cancer. His life of
ing. Both the Co-Chairs and the Steering sixty-one years~~ certainly short by today's standards, buf it was long enough for Mike
Committee mem~rs are paid for repre- to h_a ve produ~ed s1xt~n books and a legacy.of social activism which stirred an apathetic
senting you. Let them know you are here, society to action at a time when quiescence and capitulation were the norm. He was a
let them hear your complaints, tell them the voice for those who could not speak for themselves, and a conscience for those who had
changes you would like to see made for the none. And_now he is gone.
betterment of all students.
Mi~e was ope o_f a new c.adre of faculty brought to City University in recent years
who, without for a smgle moment compromising intellectual standards; understood the
DSC Co-Chairs
w~rkings of the ~eal ~orld; he un~er~too_d reality because he was part of it. .Like many of
this ~roup of realist academics, his formal education was supplemented with
Megan McCormick, Co-Chair for expenence on the shop floor, in the coal mine, and in those organizational activities that
Business Affairs, is student in the Ph.D. are necessary in our society if social justice is ever to become a reality. After earning a
Program in Anthropology, Her sub-disci- bachelor's degree at Holy Cross, he continued his post-graduate education at the
pline is ru:cheology.
University of Chicago, and in the backs of buses which took him from town to town
Megan was born and raised in the Pa- wherever there were the poor and the powerless and the hopeless. It is ironic that his life
cific Northwest United States. She re- was ended by the ravages of cancer. Indeed, in those early years he had come to look for
<;eived her Bachelor of Arts and ~ter of America, ~di~ the i:roce~s _h~ disc~vered the pervasive moral cancer of a society which
Alu ~ ~ f r o m Western Wash- ref~_to 1ldmlt the J)OSSlbJbty of its own illness, one which, if left untreated, would
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year 1988-89.
There, was a Jive

the Graduate School did not inform.
, -international students about · lhe tuition
increase, Mr. Gilleece replied ,that the ·.
Graduate School learned of the increase
was only a week be(ore the students did.
He further stated' that .the increase was a
political . decision made . by -the State
legislature. He further said that the
Graduate School met 37% of the tuition
increase for international students last
Spring. In reply to another question, he
said that with the exception of work-study,
iritemational students are qua~ified to
receive all kinds of financial aid and
fellowships offered by the Graduate
School.
Representing international students
at the Graduate School, William Newbery
of Argentina, student in the Sociology
Program, said that international students at
the universities in the United States are low
cost q1,1ality since they are not paid very
much, even though they are involved in
skilled tasks, such as research and teaching. Mr. Newbery stressed the fact ·that
international students make up the highest
percentage in engineering departments in
the United States and that most engineering
schools need foreign students. He ended
by saying that efforts should be made to
. promote research concerning international
students.·
The third speaker on the panel was Dr.
David . Traboulay, Chairman of the
Department of History of the College of
Staten Island, and . Professor: at the
Graduate Center. He referred to himself as
the "oddball" on the panel, as he did not
focus on any one specific problem as did
the other panelists. His topic was more
general; it was entitled, "Reflections on the

a

Continued on Page 10.

ured that instead of bitching abodt.Jbe sys~
tern, I'd try 10 see it it could be nudged a their powers, all convcrge:<1-aild relegated the Left to a position.of moral ambiguity. ·
little.from the inside. Not to mention that a Throughout all of this M;ke ·had faith, He had faith that the fundalriental morality of his
university without vending
is just nation would eventually lead it beyond the bounds of narrow self-inte,r est He had faith
plain stupid,"she said recently.
in people and believed they would learn to see beyond the bouf)ds of bigotry and racism.
Jon.athan Pete~s. Co-Chair for Stu- It is this faith which is Mike's legacy to all of us.
·
dent Affairs, is a student in the Ph.D. ProMike was a visionary for whom politics was a vehicle by which the present could be
gram in Economics. Jon was born in Staten transformed into the utopian ,vision of a just society. By the same token, he was no
Island. He earned an Associate in Applied dreamer. His message was clear. Mike was a carpenter who spend his entire life building
Sci.e nce in Civil Engineering Technology a house w,hich he knew he could never live in. Perhaps this is the fate of all visionaries.
in 1984 and a Bachelor of Science in Eco- He did not expect to see socialism in our·lifetime or even in that of our grandchildren.
nomics in 1986 at the College of Staten Is~ But one day it would come, of that he was certain. It would come gradually through
land. He was president of the student gov~ increments as many lone voices, whether in the classroom or the workplace, stirred the
ernment, and finished his undergraduate sensibilities of others; eventually organization and movement would emerge.
career on the Dean's List in June, 1986.
During the memorial ser_vices, Josep~ Murphy announced that he would recomme.nd
After grfiduating, he travelled abroad\ and to the Board of Trustees that a Michael Harrington Distinguished Chair be established.
.while sitting on the steps of the Cathedral Certainly .this is a fitting tribute. It is ~oped that future holders of this Chair will
of (;hartres, he decided to•enter graduate demonstrate the same moral and intellec~µal qualities embodied in its namesake. Mike
school. He entered the Economics Pro- was a man whose breadth of interests and energies went beyond the bounds of narrow
gram in the fall of 1986 as a non~matricu- · sectarian interests. It is easy to marvel at his energies and accomplishments and stand in
lating student, and as a full time student in awe 'a t how much he did with so little in
way of resources. But such awe is a sign of
the fall of 1987. He is now a level II stu- a moral resignation ~hich fails to take into account the spiritual vitality of one who sees
dent with 9 credits and 2 exams to go beContinued on Page 10.
fore beginning his dissertation.
·"This job allows ·me to continue my ·
long association with the student government of the City University. i am expected
2
Robin Thomas. on von Karajan Around & About The Center
to work with both students and the adminiEditorials & Letters
4
stration, ·to provide an environment condu- Binita Mehta on Meatless Days
Reflections
&
Commentary
5
cive to study. •I work to provide mo~ serv- Ma.-ijula Giri ~n Nepali Women
World ·
7
ices for students,"Jon told The.Advocate. · <;. Spelvin on adjuncts
Carina L. Yervasi, the Co-Chair for Brooklyn Slim on panhandling Arts. & Entertainment
9
Communications, studies French literature
Announcements &' Classified
12
at the Graduate School. Carina grew up ip
Rochester, New York. After s~ng her
Will Petrie and-Peter Kott on· ' 'Michael Harrington ·
Bachelor of Arts in International Business
at Hofstra University, she decided to study
Sean McCann on the Student Strike
French and spent a year at the Universite de
Nice. After completing her undergraduate
degree at Hofstra, she began her graduate
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Around & 'About The Center
. Remembering Michael Harrington

BEING A SOCIALIST By Will Petrie
Michael Harrington passed' away this from Marymount, rather than the hot sisummer. I was not close to Michael. 0th- rocco I had'known blowing from the stockers perhaps should have written this piece, ade of the Puritan City on the hill. Michael
but Johnny Soapboxes seem to be few and Harrington knew that the earth was a comfar between in the Democratic Socialists of mon treasure to share, and that poverty was
America.
not .a sin, not a sign of_moral weakness,
My first meeting with Michael Har- that the poor did not somehow create or
rington occurred at the first Socialist _Schol- cause their own_poverty. In the America of
ars Conference, :which was held at·COOJ>t?r Jolln Winthrop and Cotton Mather, where
Union in 1982. I was not a member of the • poverty is seen as a sign of moral weakDSA; I was practicing some voyeurism of ness, Michael Harrington knew and underthe Left _Michael Harrington waiked in, he stood $at poverty is something else, .and
was scheduled to be the keynote speaker. that we can abolish it if we have the will to
Needless to say, everybody left for the au- do so.
" ."Do I dare diSturb the universe~ "
ditorium to hear Harrington speak. I was
Many people may not understand that
asked by a friend in the DSA to man the Michael Harrington was not a failure, Yes,
·registration table for him·so _he could slip . his voice was muffled. Yes, he never beinto the auditorium to. hear the great man came President of the United States. There r - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -________:_________J
- .speak. My native libertarian sensibility · probably
never be J monument raised B_ri(D, ,Biggs'is a Comnuinic_atipnsDe~ign senior al Parsons School ofDesign.
.
,
.
.
.
went automatically into gear. I was willing to Michael Harrington/ But he helped by

will

~

to stay _at the table and 'forego the experi- ms passionate huinan concern to move at . Carina_· : Yerv_ _asi .. of the 'Doctora
'. I· ~-tuden·t·s• Counc1·1 .
ence of a Hanington speech;
· · least one person to make sure thai people
,
People continued to straggl~ into the are . not consigned to ride .through life~
' Welcomes New .Stu~ents '
con_ference wanting to know where "Mike'' · strapped to tom seats on yellow buses.
was speaking. I noticed the word "Mike"
..
.
·
The Doctoral Students' Council (D~C) is.concerned with the well-~ing of the doc.: ·
· was used more often than "Mr. Harrington"
· The Harrzngton Le_
gacy
toi:al student population at the Gtaduate School. Coming to Ne\\'. York
the first time
_or ·"Michael." Mike was personal with
How do you measure a man's life? .can .be somewhat of a challenge, thus the goal of the DSC is to make your Graduate
people. I can still remember the sparkle in Yes, Michael Harrington did talk to John School experience as fulfilling as possible.
his
~hile-I. was
· Fi~gerald --Kennedy and Lyndon Baines .
.·The DSC is formed b . ~ ·v
. . eyes,
. the lilt in his _v~ice:
-~
,nomination
.
.
i

for

.the background as I manned

table, fwas flames for the ~war on poverty,... a war
continually harangued by people who in- which is still not won.
sisted on having receipts so their vacation
The last time I saw Michael Harringin socialism would.be reimbursed by their ton was at the CUNY .-Graduate Center.
employers.
· Bogdan Denitch and ( were planning the
· Michael Harrington permitted me to Spring 1989 .,.Socialist
.
Scholars · Conferput a little bit of that "old time socialism" ence. When I saw Michael I was saddened.
into practice that day. Many a "read-in He was pale and he was peaked. His voice
· expert sayant" walked off with receipts that was being muffled, this time by cancer.
day, from Gustav Landauer to Joseph Hil- · Yet when he spoke to Bogdan and me, he
strum (J~ Hill), from Alexander Berkman still had a.lilt in his voice, a liltof life. .,
to Albert Parsons. No . one even noticed
Regretfully, only after his death, I
these riames, it was such a star-cast assem- _learned something else about Michael
blage of the illwninati of the' Left Regret< Harrington. He loved to watch squirrels, ~
fully, this insouciance characteriz.es what vocation I also enjoy. He -talked in The
might become the historical plight of Mi-· Long Distance Runner (the second part of
chael Harrington: who will remember or · his i;>iography) about how he had learned
know his name? Was he j~si distant from the.simple antics of squirrels that the
voice muffled in the background? Or was .world is not always summed up in
he somebody who we should know arid we footnotes and in tomes. I wish I could have
- should remember?
talked to Michael about the squirrels, i.iice
A Muffled Voice
my crazy squirrel, who insists that peanuts
.
must be served by hand, he will not go and
I first stumbled across Michael Har- - collect them on his own.
rington, when my father gave me a copy of
Michael Harrington's genius was to
-r The Oiher America. He actually retrieved see in squirrels that there is no need for us
the book from a garbage pile. Poverty, like to live in a world that either drives you
garbage, is left on the curbs of America. crazy or makes you act crazy. -I
The photo on the cover reminded my father
of the "white trash" he had seen in the Will Petrie was recently awarded his
South- and in the North.
PhD. by the Sociology Program;

a

The book stirred up a muffled memory
of the past in my own life. The forlorn
children pictured on the cover of the book
brought back memories of my own experience with rural poverty in the Susquehanna
Valley of Pennsylvania. The "white-trash"
The language of sociology-with
kids in that Methodist haven were forced to
sit on the schoolbus seats that had been its excuses and 'victims' -has cordeliberately slashed. Poverty, the mark of rupted the way we view social ills.
the devil, wu imprinted on the schoolbus
seat and on our lives. Harrington's book -Paul A. Gigot, The Wall Street Journal,
wu a breath of fresh and free air blowing September 1, 1989.
·

Arbitrary J udge1nents

the Graduate School. Thcsercpresen~saree\ectcdtoaone-y.eai-term"bsj\beS\\16cn\!\

in their respective programs. At the last DSC meeting of the year, the representatives
elect a Steering Committee and~ Executive Committee for the following y~.
Because you pay a student fee of $8.35, you should know how it is used. The DSC
sponsors student-run organizations.such as 'the.lntemational Siudents Association, the
Feminist Students Organization, and tl\e Minority Students Organization, .as well as
Primur_n Mobile, a theatre group, and other student 'groups. Tliese-organiutions, once having fulfilled the co,istitutional requirements in ordei to be established, are then funded
by the DSC. There·is also a Cultural Affairs Committee, which funds cultural events at .
the Graduate Cepter. Letters of request for fonding
be made to DSC committee
members well in advance of the proposed event The DSC also allocates funds ·to the
Graduate School newspaper, The Advocatei To make the Graduate Center more inviting,
the DSC has established a 'student center with a monthly Coffee Hour (free food and .
coffee), a vending machine that should be returned soon, a conference room (BM-10),
which can be scheduled for meetings, plus tables and arm chairs_for studying or socializing.
The Executive Committee and the Steering Committee of the DSC handle all of the
day-to-day affajrs of the Council-, maintain the finances for all its organizations and lobbies for better funding from Albany, the capital of New York State, where (unding decisigns'are made each year by the legislature. The DSC ~eeting schedule is usually posted
on the bulletin board outside the DSC office, BMOl., If you have any items to add to the
agenda's New Business, please have your Departmental Represeptative get in touch with
the DSC; or come down to our office at BMOl ·at least two days before the meeting, or call ·
the DSC at (212) 642-2851. I · · ·
. - . ·
·
.
,.

must

Carina Yervasi is the DSC Co-Chair for Communications, and hails from the PhD.
Program in French.
·

Services ·f or Disabled Students
The Graduate School and University
Center does not discriminate on the basis of
disability in the admission and rentention
of ,students or the employment of faculty
and staff. The GSUC Student Handbook
describes services, equiprhent, grievance
proced.ures, and other information of interest to disabled students. Floyd L. Moreland; the Dean for Student Affairs, is the
504 Coordinator for the D~bled at ·the
Graduate Center (Room 1501; Telephone:
642-2105). Iqn Moreland or.his assistant, Sharon Lerner (Room 1504; Tele-

phone: 642-2134), are available to answer
questions about ·auxiliary equipment and
other services described in the Student
Handbook, as well as to discuss particular
needs students may 'have in the w.ay of
physical requirements or academic accomodations. Also.available in the Dean's Offlee are brochures on CUNY ,wide resoutces
of special interest to disabled students, and
transportation information. All discussions with members of the Dean's office will be kept confidential unless a student
reqbes(Sotherwise'.
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Around & About The Center
The Deskilling
of an Ancient Honorable Craft
- ,

Dining with Inka

By Brooklyn Slim

Lot.ft means "peaceful and kirid" in
Arabic. Upon entering Lot.ft' s Couscous,
located at 135 West 45th Street, I
encountered the friendly faces of Abdel
and Susan, the proprietors of this
wonderful new _ Moroccan restaurant.
Named after their son Lotfi, the restaurant
is tastefully decorated with Tajines, or
tra~itional Moroccan pottery, and many
colorful images of Morocco. I didn't know
it_then, but I was in for a culinary treat.
Couscous, also known as Moroccan
pasta, is the staple dish of Morocco an(l one
of the main dishes on the menu at Lot.ft' s
Couscous. In Morocco, many families
, still make couscous by rolling wheat germ
with a little bit of flour in special· trays.
The delicious couscous at Lotfi' s is served
with fresh vegetables and meat chicken,
lamb, fish or Merguez, the spicy Moroccan
,sausage. Merguez ..., is usually- made with
lamb. Abdel, who is ,also the chef, discovered that many Americans are not accustomed to the strong taste of lamb, thus ~e
makes his own Merguez with veal. He has
~lso added chic~en Merguez, his own creation, to the menu. For vegetarians there is
also a vegetable couscous.
Other fine en trees will delight your
~te as weU. 'rhe-succulent and tender

·

Recently, while working my beat on
Vanderbilt Avenue, I was shocked and dismayed to see a young man with long,
shaggy blond hair, dressed in a plaid shirt
and faded jeans, approach a young couple
and ask for change. I was abashed to see
this further proof of the deskilling of an
ancient, honorable trade, that of the profes. sional beggar. We have plied our trade from
' the ziggurts of .Sumer to the {estering
slums of Calcutta. In the middle ages, we
had our Court of Miracles, a king, and recognition under law as a guild. Through all
, these centuries, from father to son and from
mothertodaughter,ourpatterandourtraditions have remained sacrosanct In the
BaghdadofHarunal-Rashid, we figured in
the thousand nights and a night. We called
the "blessings of Allah" upon Caliph and
Wazir, upon Aladdin and Sindbad. Now, the
poetry, of our trade has been reduced to the
cry of"sparechange?" Ourtraditions,such
as nev,rpanhandling a single woman or a
couple, have been tossed in the dustbin of
history: ·our craft.in common with black, smiths,ai:i.~· printers, 1w
c~hed and

~n

deskilled. ·

·

'

·· .

Who is to blame? '
·
First, j' accuse : · form~r Presid~t
Ronald R_eagan. His "economic recovery''·

Secondly,/ accuse the American business community of exporting jobs to the
third world, thereby lowering America' to
the level of the third world. The Intemationa~ Guild ·of Professional Beggars
(IGPB) has a long history of cooperation
with. American business. We are often
hired to stand outside large enterprises to
back up the bosses' threats that "if you
don't like your job, there are plenty of unemployed who would take it." Now, I find
many of these bosses, as well as .their former employees, panhandling. Big business
has betrayed us! ·
The effect of the export of jobs has
been catastrophic for the IGPB in the third
worldalso. Mr.LalGottaRupee,ourinternational representative in Singapore, has
noted that membership has declined since
American transnational corporations have
set up shop in his country. Although the
tradition of giving to beggars is strong in
the Far East, American corporations do not
pay enough for any trickle-down effect to
1
'
_take place.
ThinJ, j' accuse Nancy Reagan. Pan_handling de!igqer dr~sses would ordinarily

pt~-·

ofJbe Year" award, but

Welcome I> a world in which the
computer has replaced the typewriter, and is
beginning to replace the 6x4 index card!
(Isn't it annoying that even the traditional'
silence of libraries is now disrupted by the
clicking of keyboards?) At the Graduate
School the "Third Floor" is ready and waiting for yoti. For the uninitiated, I should.
mention that_the "Third Floor" is the location . of the Computer Center · (C.C. for
short) here at the Graduate School and University Center.
Anyway, as I was saying, the Third
Floor is ready for you-or is it? The hours
are back to normal (9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday .to Friday, and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday) and consulting is now available
most of the time: but there are still problems. For the most part, these problems
are the result of funding shortages. The
C.C. just doesn't have the funds to buy all
the equipment it would like (and to replace
items tha~ have chronic problems), or to
hire all the necessary staff;- (There are a
number of -vacant positions at the moment.) Also, as the use of computers continues to ·widen -and the demands on the
of
. be-

pmgmm· haa lhrowa~ -• ,
..-'lrilbeut-~
training. I voted for Ronnie in 1980
,

was in favor of the ,en

· ,

· 1 ·rememW

.

_

.

.

he would-put people to-wo~. thereby creat- ·· Danny
.,
. .
.
ing a ,tabor shortage ill begging. He made "kinder, gentler'Ametjca" nonsense hasn't recommend A~l's homemade/:farisa, the ~ y done so), and assistance in the fonn of
duty consultants, who also teach , the
like promises Jo the air traffic·controllers, put _·a penny in ·my . pocket: H~wever, traditional·hot sauce of Morocco, prepared
classes. The consultants are all students
and he screwed both of our honorable or- people do now say "get the ~ell outta my , with crushed red pepper; coriander, cumin,
with their own coursework, exams,and_disg anizations. · A professional beggar is face, please." Maybe that is kinder and oil and salt. Be sure to complement your sertations to worry about, but they are
meal with the hot mint tea served in quaint
highly competitive; depending on patter in gentler.
.
happy (or at le~t prepared) Jo help you out
order to get a _handout. How can we comFifth, and finally ,j' accuse the l~t few silver teapots.
to the best of their ability, when you have
pete with mothers and small children? I tell governors of N~w Yor~. They have released
A banker turned restauranteur, Abdel
you, it}ust ain't fair!
·
the mentally m~apac1tated from meptal has been cooking since the age of six. He problems or need advice.
The consultant on duty is the person to
hospitals, removing the~ from the care comes from a family of gourmets. · His
whom
your inquiries should be directep in
they desperately need and turning them grandmother even cooked for the Moroccan
the
first
instance. They can tell you what
loose _pn our streets. How can a profes- King Hassan and his father Mohammed V.
hardware
and software is available, how to
· sional compete with these poor people? Abdel has also catered to royalty. The two
use
most
of
it (you can't expect everyone to
· They also succeed in frightening people, sons of the reigning King Hassan II have
know·everything!),
how to get a mainframe and this has cut tremendously into our in- dined at his restaurant in Greenwich Vil-_
computer
account
if
you need one, how to
come. The recent threatened tuition in- lage; "I'm a royalist," Abd~~ told me with a
use
E-mail,
how
to
reserve a computer,
creases and cutbacks in financial aid to stu- smile, and added that his name means serhow
to
sign
up
for
classes, and so on.
dents will probably result in yet another viteur. "I serve my customers."
Their
boss,
Steve
Yoman
(who seems to be
new group of non-professionals intruding
•-A man with a mission, Abdel believes
acting
in
a
number
of
roles
at the moment:
on our turf, highly educated and verbal that ~ooking is the hig_hest form of art, and
Assistant
Director,
Microcomputer
Mangraduate students.
·
wishes to introduce authentic Moroccan
ager,
Baseball
Team-Manager/Cap~in)
is
Crazy Eddie, our beloved, soon-to-be- food to the American palate. Abdel ~as a
responsible
for
day-to-day
o~rations
of
~he
You
are
Invited
to
an
.
,
former mayor for whom I also voted (mea simple philosophy of cooking. The key is
culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa), re- · to refine old reci~s. "It's, how much love User Areas, and he answers to the C.C.
. Open Reception on
commended that people not give money to you put in when you are cooking. When I Director Arlen Rauschkolb. The adminispanhandlers, but give instead to recognized cook, I'm cooking for my~elf. It's like an kator under whose jurisdiction the C,C.
Thursday,
. charities! How ridiculous! Out of every artist making a drawing." In addition to falls is Asso.ciate Provost Geoffrey
dollar you give to a so-called recognized being an exquisite-cook, Abdel is a mes- Marshall. All of these people n_eed to hear
~eptember 28th
charity, at least 50 cents goes to administra- merising story-teller. Ask him to tell you your opinions, either directly~ or though
this column. This summer, for example,
· 6:30-~:00pm
tive costs. That means paying middle-class his Merguez story.
social workers. If you give ine a dfllar, on
Abdel and Susan have been advised to we received letters and a petition from
the other hand, the whole thing goes to ine. raise their prices, in order to attract. those many users of the C.C. who were moved to
Room544
I promise you, I will not contribute to po- . customers who believe that high prices are express their displeasure with the restriclitical campaigns, I ·will not give jobs- to an indication of quality. The proprietors of tion of the Center's hours. H didn't make
Graduate Center
my crooked friends, and I will give you a Lot.ft' s Couscous have higher goals, fortu~ any difference, but it doesn't . hurt to
signed receipt for incoine tax purposes..
nately: As Abdel told me, "I'm here to let pressure the administration when you feel
Refreshments will
Why support such plans for the welfare people know· that this food exists. That's that essential facilites are limited, lacking
of the rich? Give to us, the professionals! my main thing." Go to Lotfi' s, and you or restricted.
be served.
And now, some questions from our
too will understand why, in Abdel's words, ·
"one day Moroccan cooking will burst like readers:
Brooklyn Slim is panhandling his way

Lesbians Gay Men
Bisexuals
& Friends

Students * Faculty * Staff

through the PhD. Program in Sociology.

a flower." I

Continued on Page 6.
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Letters

Miracle on ·42nd Street

Soldiers of Misfortune
CUNY, Adjunts and the

f

In the 1987 Evaluation Team Report of the Middle States Association of Colleges
Crisis in Higher Education
and Schools, the,Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New
York is called "something.of a miracle on 42nd Street, an imaginative response to the
By G. Spelvin
institutional constraints ota distinctive urban university." This would appear to be high
praise for Harold-M. Proshansky, Presidentof the Graduate School for the past seventeen
· While CUNY aspires to be a major stay within the bounds of what the Middle
years. Our school is not perfect, however. According to a recent article in The New York university intent on producing future gen- States Association of Colleges and Schools
Times (9/5/1989], the Middle States evaluation has convin~ Chancellor Joseph S. erations of first-rate scholars, the sad fact is finds to be acceptable, adjuncts will remain
Murphy that the Graduate School "is drifting and needs forceful leadership tp maintain it does not put its money where its mouth a permanent fixture at CUNY. And as adits reputation." Although the Chancelloris not quoted in the article, he is "reported to be is. As compared with any other large uni- juncts rather than as t~hing or research
arguing that the graduate school [sic] has failed to demonstrate innovativeness, and has versity, CUNY offers very little in the way assistants, they will miss out on an imporignored an opportunity to take advantage of its location in New York City to focus its of graduate student financial support For tant aspect of their graduate education. ,
re~h on urban problems."
many universities, acceptance into a·graduCUNY must accept the principle that
. Rumors about a reported "power struggle" between Chancellor Murphy and . ate. program is tantamount to receiving fi- if it wishes to be a first-rate institutlon, it
President Proshansky are now heard in every corner of the school. The most persistent nancial aid-if you 're good enough to get must make a strong commitment to provide
rumor suggests that James P. Murphy, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, intends tg sip in, then by definition you should be entitled financial aid for graduate students. Until it ,
down, hence Chancellor.Joseph Murphy's ·potential loss of power. According to tbis to aid,
does, it will continue to lose students to
rumor, the article in the Times would be an attempt by the.Chancellor to appear capable
. At the Graduate Center, the ~st com- thQse institutions which are able to do so.
of malting what the media call the "tough choices." · Tenured faculty must retire at lllon form of financial aid is.A dam Smith's - CUNY's cavalier approach to financial aid
seventy years of age, at least until 1991, when a new Federal law prohibiting the forced ''.invisible lijtnd.''· With little regard for in- ultimately ·compromises the quality of
·retirement of university professors takes effect. . At CUNY, cpllege ,residents may keep suring that adequate financial support is education at the institution. It also destroys
their jobs until: they wish to retire, or until. the BQard of Trustees hire~ .s<>meone else, avai4',b,Ie for.gradua~.s™df, admin~~tors any sense of co.mm.unity , throughout"
whichever comes first. The Chancellor's power in such decisions is one of • have turned gradua~ students into merce- CUNY. Graduate students are turned into
recommendation. Thus this rumor may have been inspired by the Times, where it was ·naries whose de facto function is to protect soldiers of fortune competing with each
reported that the conflict between Chancellor Murphy and Pres.ident Prosh~sky '.'is .a crumbling educational empire and pre- other as well as with non-CUNY siudents
being watched closely because it could undermine the authority of the Chancellor if he serve positions of privilege for a tenured for adjunct positions, in order to subsidize
loses or signal forced resignations at other campuses if he wins.''
·
priesthood that has long ago lost contact their education. Furthermore, the transfor. The Middle States evalqation is poorly summarized by the Times -there are more with its acolytes.
mation of the teaching/learning •relationthan twenty research centers and institutes at the Graduate School, many of which are
At most major universities, financial ship into an employer/employee relationdeyoted to the study urban ·problems. According to Solomon Goldstein, Dean for aid usually takes the form of teaching and/ ship is in.fact the transformation of an aca- .
Research and University Programs,.C'One of the areas of intense interest of the President or research assistantships. Such programs demically bannontous.,reJatfonslup·-inro. a · .
·has always been the development of centers and institutes... he has shown initiative in not only provide financial. aid, ~y also conflict-ridden economic relationship. · · , ·
this area -in helpiqg us to develop centers and institutes which are interdisciplinary, and allow· stu~ents to develop professional · Last spring CUNY unveiled a poster .
many of which are involved in the study of problems pertaining to the metropolitan area. skills under the tutelage of senior fac~lty. entitled "TheRace.for#l." It depicted three
Far from neglecting them, it has been really one of the passions of his presidency to see Ironically. CUNY, which· has the largest racing Roman,.chariots bean~g banners lathe involvement of the,qraduate· School in the·solu&ion of Qrban
j;IQ,
.
"._
'.. . .
.
as the Labor Center [Center for Labor-Management Policy Studies], the Howard University has chosen t~ transform-an edu- gests that the CUNY graduate-program isin
Samuels [State Management and Policy] Center, the Robert Wagner Institute [of Urban cational experience into ail employer/em- -·effect 'a Roman Circ;us. · P~rhaps·-it The
Public Policy], the Center for the Study of Philanthropy; all of these speak a very reai ployee. relationship .bY havirg students .: ·second irony ~fleets what .seems J(f·be-a · - .
· interest, a very real commitment, and a yety rear concein'with the city and its pri>blems." .look for jobs on theii' own as adjim~ts at its prevailing misconception of CUNY .ad- ·
Provost Geoffrey.Marshall, Associate Provost fot Academic Affairs, also pointed 09t; various branches. . . . .
-:~r.ii:D~tram··.. I~ )~ ,;ge ~Qf.SSTs.;md l~r
·"You can be lrealthy without somebody else beihg sick. You can be an· excellent
Last May, J:>r'C?vq~ Steven -pihn, ~as ~hnol(?gy,'Harvard~Yale;:w~~.nev.er
gradual~ school without hav1ng·to beat out another graduate school [in the fcitings ].··Does quoted in Bf,104 as saying tliarfr is C:l]NY see the~selves · 3$ racjng in a Rom~ cfiaanyone ask the l]niversity of Texas at Austin what they're doing for Austin? Does our policy ~ g1-.:e ~~ ~duate_ students· riot_ W~th such ~h~ th~ng,: C_U ~Y
conriectioh:to the World or'to local ptobletns ·equal NYU or Cohimbia:'
priority 'adjunts· in _the City Ui:tiversity · will remain· out--of .the race for first-rate
. C(?ncerning the article in ~e. Times,Jon Pete.rs, th~ Dooto~"Stu4en~• :Council <;o- ,~~~m. It so1_1~ds nict?, b,~t a ~uic~ .$lan~e ~tudents. A first ~tep .t!'at must ,be taken if
Chair for Student Affairs, stattd recently, "The co-chairs ·are CQnvinced ~t President at the Board of Higher Education By-Laws ,we are tQ.get into that ~e is to develop an
Proshansky is not being treated with respect, especially when you look at,all the andtheProfessionalStaffCongresslCUN)' .~adequate.programoffmancial.aid. ff .
achievements of the Graduate School during the last ten yeats. This is not the point in contract would lead one tQ conclude that
.
,
.
time when the Graduate School should be cast adrift with a new president, because the this policy if indeed it does exist (it doesn't
G d te ·
·
.
lib Srtaudueant ~\II .\JI
b
University is in a very difficult situation, due to the fiscal crisis and the budget cuts. If the seem to be a written policy), is unenforce- ;ffi"
~
1-)~
~
University wants President Proshansky to leave, Chancellor Murphy should make a able, especially if a chairperson digs his or
-public statement; he should tell us why, and give good reasons: It is clearly inappropriate her heels in and chooses instead to take
Funded in part by
to attempt to remove President Proshansky without just cause. The conflict appears to be care of students from his or her own alma
The Doctoral Students• Council
a case of age discrimination with political undertones. There is no reason to attack the mater.
The City University of New York
man because of his age. We are going to watch this situation very carefully and we hope
CUNY balances its budget on the
33 West 42nd Street
to be involved in the outcome." Nevertheless, when Jon proposed, at the DSC meeting backs of its adjuncts. In terms of fµnding
, New York, New York 10036
last Wednesday (9/20/89], tharilie DSC talce a stand·suppotting'Presideri:t'Proshartslcy, fonnutas; state aid to CUNY is gerieniied
Basement Mezzanine ()I)
there were immediate objections· from ·representatives; whp said that the affair is -an by the number of FTEs (Full Time Equiva~
Telephone:212-642-2852
internal political matter'and that any position taken by the DSC would-notmake any tents) that the University is able to
Editors
difference.
generate. By this token, it is cheaper to
Gregory
W. Pinney
West Hall, one of the student residence halls of the Graduate School, is another one have an -adjunct teach a class than a fullVictoria
Gillen
of President Proshansky's accomplishments. "Up until the time of President timer~ especially a tenured full-timer who is
George
McClintock
III
Proshansky," Dean Goldstein said, "we simply did not have [student] housing facilities. at the top of the pay scale.
It was with his very strong bac)cing and initiative that housing for students was. developed .
Adjuncts are the "office . temps" of
Contributors
and this was something that required courage on his part as well as .a willingness to higher education. Classes taught by adBrianBiggs ,
.become financially involved. If the President had not been willing to take the chances, to juncts are ofteh deliberately scheduled in the
Brooklyn
~lim ,
make the effort, it would not be." Last year, in a letter publish~ by the graduate student same time period as upper-level courses
Manjula
Girl
newspaper, a student ·wrote that for "thos~ of us who have lived in Manhattan and taught by seniorfaculty. If there is insuffiDavid Byron Hopson
struggled for years, West Hall is truly a miracle."
cient enrollment for the upper-level
lllka
Rumors seldom communicate truth. Chancellor Murphy may not be the bully- courses, the adjunct will be "bumped" and
Carol
Siri
Johnson
depicted in the rumors. President Proshansky, a feisty and spry sixJy-nine-year-old with the senior faculty will conveniently move
Peter
J.
Kott
a solid record of achievement, has the respect-if not always the love-of the faculty, into that adjunct's class. Adjuncts in effect
EdMarx
staff and students. It has been said that the President wants to ride out the storm of become insurance mechanisms protecting
SeanMcCann
CUNY's fiscal crisis and retire within a few years, with all the honor and dignity he so senior faculty; they are used to replace fa.
BinitaMehta
richly deserves~ President Proshansky should be offered the opportunity to continue to culty on sabbatical and to fill in for faculty
Will Petrie
serve the Graduate School, which in 1983 achieved high standings in the ratings by the who have left through retirement or by
.
BarbaraRoseman
Conference Board of Associated Research Councils. The prestige of the Graduate moving on to another school._
Robin Thomas
School is the r~ult of President Proshansky 's leadership and love for the }nstituti,on.
As long as administratots are able to
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Reflections _& Commentary

Bureaucratic Decorum

11 Days that Shook New York
(and their -aftemiath)
By Sean McCann

By George McClintock III
New York, Summer 1989-Another academic year has ended for John Jay College
of Criminal Justice. Final examinations
stand corrected; grades have been determined;-the antiquated punchcards are filled
out and waiting for the registrar's office.
Many of my students will not be happy
when they match their identity numbers
with the grades posted the door of what
used to be my office. - Next fall. when the
most disgruntled come looking for- me,
hoping to beg, intimidate or whine their
way to a higher grade, l will not be there to
encourage them to work harder. An untold
number of part-time adjunct Lecturers,
graduate students like myself, were sum marily dismissed.
We were not fired, however. A full
month before the May student strike, when
thousands of CUNY undergraduates and ·a
few graduate students protested against the
proposed tuition hike and the inevitable
,budget cuts, we received a form-letter from
Jay Sexter, Provost and Academic Vice
President "I regret to inform you that you
are not being recommended for reappointment as an adjunc_t Lecturer... I · wisl\ to

On April 24, 1989, almost twenty cal future. The Legislature proposed lf:le
years to the day after City College build- $200 tuition hike as a way to restore $18
ings were last held by students, widespread million to the University.
grassroots activism was reborn _at CUNY
· It was this combination of increased
when 12 City College students walked into - tuition and budget cutbacks Jor a system
iheir administration building and refused to already .tee,teriilg .on· the ~ge of . releave until CUNY's tuition/budget crisis trenchment that led to last_Spring's student
was resolved to the students' satisfaction. outrage. OovemorCuomo, in flat disregard
. Eleven days later, on May 5 :_ after-similar for claims by Chancellor MUiphy and the
occupations followed at Bronx Community CUNY college administrations that there
College, Borough of Manhattan Commu- was no longer anywhere to safely trim,
nity College, Hunter, John Jay, Laguardia repeatedly argued that there was "fat" to cut
Community College, Lehman College, in the CUNY system. If you 're tempted to
Medgar Evers College, New York City believe him, consider some of the followTech, York Community College, SUNY ing examples, merely a few of the signs of
Purchase and Albany and, eventually, even underfunding due to previous cutbacks:
the Graduate Center- the last of the occu- Brooklyn College eliminated 87 full-time
pied buildings were returned to their admiri- faculty positions this year, Lehman Colistrators. The stucfents emerged victorious. lege left 50 faculty and staff positions
The student victory was, however, a empty this year and cancelled 75% of its
qualified one, and we can expect to see the remedial mathematics classes; Queens Col- ·
issues that led to radical student action re- • lege -c ance
, including 6% of
surface soon. For new• amvals•to the 'ilS ~
,
thimk-)'(JU for1he'serviees that you rendered
~
CUNY community and for those-of you for · tllfl!lld1
whom last Spring's event$ ~ve already guage c
faded into the dim land of aaem.ory 'fthele: City Tedl - - 3

on

subjecttobudgetarycoilditions,changesin
curriculum and sufficiency of enrollment.

Changes in any of these which impact upon
your employment must be communicated
to you as soon as the college is aware of
the situation." [my emphasis]
Provost
Sexter's letter apparently violated the
agreement between the University and the

Professional Staff Congress.
Or did it? I registered my discontent
with one of John Jay's administrators. "So
you didn't like the language _of the letter.
Isn't that just l09 bad," she said with a
sneer. I even dropped the Provost a line
_commenting on his lack of professional
courtesy. He replied, expressing his regrets
for the insensitive language of his non-reappointment letter: 'This is neither a negalive evaluation, nor a negative letter of recommendation. This is a form letter whose
wording is dictated by the University. Although I would prefer to use more sensitive
language, I may not deviate from the prescribed form." Wondering about the Provost's apology, because it deviates from
the memo by the Professional Staff Congress, I called the PSC. "Provost Sexter is
ri_gh~" -I was told by an official. What ·

-

.

,

"Your

mateiial trornyour compn,lienive hams' ~aipecffet2>.

- dwells, the following is a brie! account of _
local .colleges, _

to quality higher ~ in New Yen.
Though the immediarc <:llalyst for Ja.,t
-: Spring's' student action was a proposed
$200 per year tuition increase for New York
residents, the larger soun:e of dissatisfaclion has been the common feeling that New
York State and City are gradually reneging
on CUNY;s charter to make college available to a:n of the city's people. Afterover a
hundred years of providing tuition-free
higher education, CUNY began charging
tuition in the late 1970s during New York's
fiscal crisis, in fulfdlment of a.condition
. for the Federal government's bailout of the
city. This was also the time when large
-numbers of ~lacks, Hispanics, and Asians
first began to enter the CUNY system. Ten
. thousand students dropped out of the systern in the first year when tuition was
charged. The cost ofour education has been
increasing in increments like last year's
proposed $200 hike ever since.
lf this slow but apparently irreversible
movement away from free education were

not ·

IDOIL

._As~•-. . . -~ 1 ' >-be

by the Goverilar'11·budget, their first na:tion was not the civil disobedience of April
Traditi<;>nal lobbying efforts ·were strenuously made. In February, 3,000 CUNY and
SUNY students, led by ~ CUNY University Senate and the Student Assembly of
the State University, rallied on the Capitol
. steps ~n Albany. A letter-writing campaign, sponsored by the C-yNY ~inistralion, flooded the legislature with mail And
there is good reason to.- believe that the
legislature's decisfon to restore $28 million
to our budget was prompted by these
efforts.
It was only after the legislature passed
the budget in this condition back to Governor Cuomo for approval and it became clear
~ budget cuts and the _tuition increase
would stand, ~at students began to take
more radical action. In all, 14 campuses
saw buildings seized by students as a wave .
of anger and determination began to move

notenoughalonetofomeiltstudentdiscon- _
,tent, the quality of the CUNY education has
come under attack even as it has become
more expensive. Tuition has not meant
more money in CUNY's coffers. lil fact,
the system spends more money collecting
tuition from stqdents than it receives from
them. In addition, in recent years the
CUNY budget, instead of expanding, has
been steadily cut back. This year, while
CUNY was already suffering from previous
cutbacks and the hiring freeze they necessitated, Governor Cuomo submitted a
budgetto the State legislature that included
a $58.1 million cut for. _CUNY. Though
this figure was subsequently reduced by the
Legislature's restoration of $28 million to
our budget, a large hole was left in our fis-

through CUNY. On Tuesday, May 2nd,
popular feeling came to a head and students
from 16 campuses, nearly 10,000 of them,
rallied at the World Trade Center, marched
through the city to the Sheraton Hotel,
where the Governor was scheduled to give
a banquet speech, then marched on to deliver food to student protestors who had
been trapped by -police in John Jay College
for days. Seventy-five to a hundred
graduate students had chained the doors to
the Graduate Center the same morning.
That evening, after he had been forced to
cancel his dinner appearance, the Governor
announced that he would veto the tuition
hike. He claimed that student activism had
no bearing on his decision.
After working out an agreement for a

knowatthela.1tminule.. rpj." ·
·· Provost Sexter's leuer was different, every_ adjunct Lee _ ,

however. His prefabricaled discourse department _
head throughout the CUNY
seemed to' show contempt for the adjunct system, in keeping with the disclaimer

Lecturezs employed by John Jay College.
To be "not recommended for reappointment" with no staled explanation ·
means that the adjunct Lecturer's work is of
poor quality. A simple subordinate clause,
such as "Due to fiscal constraints..." was
all that was needed to avoid damaging the
reputation of countless adjunct Lecturezs
with a negative "letter of recommendation"
that will sit in our files for yeais to come.
Future readers of our personnel files will
not know that we were ''not being reappointed" for economic reasons alone
unless, of course, we all plan to live in New
York and find work within the CUNY
system..
According to the CUNY Professional
Staff Congress, "Such notification [of reappointment or non-reappo~tment] _shall be

cited above.
Jn fact, the ~ass firing of the part-tini~
teaching staff at John Jay College was a
preemptive strike in the fiscal war between
CUNY and the State legi~lature. Provost
Sexter's letter was merely protective fallout from a premeditated bureaucratic
smokescreen, which dissipated five wee.ks
later-after the student strik«>-when Ger- _
aid W. Lynch, President of John Jay Col- lege, told New York Newsday, "I can't say
we'il be firing people, but we may have to .
We don't want to cut classes; we don'. t
want to cut faculty." Perhaps President
·Lynch did _not kno~ -lhat Provost Sex_ter
had recently fired the college' s adjunct
Lecture.:S;·alth~gh this is .highly improbab.le. Deniability and disinformation work
wonders, noblesse·oblige. ~

general amnesty for protestors with Chancellor Murphy and resolving demands ori
individual campuses, students turned over
the buildings they had held that Friday,
May 5th. Ten days later, Governor Cuomo
and Chancellor Murphy announced that
theyhadcomeupwithaplantorestore$18
million to the CUNY budget without tuilion increases.
Overall then, CUNY students have
reason to be proud about last Spring. Gov.
Cuomo'sdcnialsaside,itwasstudentactivism that convinced Albany that tuition
hikes were simply unacceptable. In addilion, students' determination forced the
press and the _public to take note of
CUNY's grim situation. The result was

· strong support for the students._ across the
city. .
Why, then, is there reason to be concerned about the future? First, the
-Governor's solution to our crisis was
largely blue smoke ~d mirrors. No new
money_, was found for CUNY. The $18
million is to be made up by borrowing
against our capital accounts fund, by transferring TAP funds that would have been
used to cover the tuition increase, and, most
importantly, by $7 million in "management actions" by CUNY. (That's "budget
cut" with a sweeter name.) Secondly, there
is no reason to believe that the pattern of
minimal financing and tuition increases for
Con1inued 011 Page 6
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11 Days, continued from Page 5
Mr. Uf!date, continuedfromPage 3
Q. I n<;cd a copy of a word processor Lhat CUNY has changed at,all. Rumor in At:
will run on my computer at home. Can I bany says Lhat some legislators, seeking
flagrantly ignore copyright laws and·copy revenge against students and Governor
software at Lhe Computer Center and take it Cuomo, may simply ask for a doubled tuihome? Will Lhe consultant on duty help me tion fee next year. Thirdly; Lhe student
victory has just managed to preserve an aldo Lhis?
A. No, no, a Lhousand times no! Don't .ready dismal status quo. Finally, as gradueven ask! However, Lhere are various dis- ate students, we have particular reason to be
counts on bolh software and hardware unhappy. Chancellor Murphy has himself
available through Lhe C.C. · See Steve noted that continued .underfinandng of
CUNY will force increased exploitative use
Yoman about them.
Q. Are Lhere any user fees at Lhe Computer of adjuncts and olher unappealing employment practices. (Lest you still believe Lhat
C~nter?
A. Perish •Lhe Lhought Anyone · wilh a this is an issue from which Lhe Graduate
Graduate School I.D. can use Lhe facilities. Center is largely immune, recall our symNote Lhat privileges are not extended to biotic relation with the local campuses. If
students from olher colleges--Lhe facilities they can't. hire new professors or spare
teachers because class loads have been inare simply too limited.
Q. Should I make prior arrangements to
use Lhe C.C.?
A. You will need to have accounts in order
to use any oflhe mainframe systems available (Vax, VM of Wylbur), for which you
do need to apply in advance. Olherwise Lhe
answer is a resounding "No." You can simply .come in, sit down and start to wo*
You can reserve a particular computer-or
terminal if you . wish-subject to certain
tiJpe limits-:-aiid this is ~visab•e during .
.busy periods. The least busy times are in .
the morning, later in the evenings, and
early in the.semester!
Q. I want-to purchase the Wombat software package. Should I go ahead and buy
version 1.001, or wait for Lhe_new Developing F.ditionl.0lcx?
A. Wombat' is a wonderful text writing
package design~ specifically for Lhe Gradu- .
ate Student. It is available in a number of
different versions (called "Releases'') for

creased, we will not be seeing any new
blood at Lhe Grad Center.)
In this light. Lhe CUNY Student Coordinating Committee, Lhe collective body
Lhat directed strike actions at the local colleges, hopes that it can continue to lead
students in Lhe fight for decent, affordable
education and services at CUNY. They
plan to begin Lhe semester by actively supporting David Dinkins in Lhe race for
mayor. Dinkins, alone of all Lhe _candidates, has expressed sympathy for students
and a commitment to CUNY. As mayor,
he will have direct input into the City's
share of Lhe CUNY budget. and influence
on public attitudes and positions in Albany.
If you are interested in lending a hand,
contact Sean McCann at (718) 622-3028.

. Ill

Eli Who?
"I liked my college French, but regret
now that Lhe emphasis Lhen was on conjugating the past pluperfect, not on speaking," President Bush--Or was it Kristin
Taylor, director of Lhe White House Office
of Media Relations-- confessed to The
Yale Daily News. Senior editor David M.
Halbfinger, who wrote the interview for the
newspaper's commencement 1989 ediLion,
apparently resented Lhe fact that his questions were edited and censured by Ms. Taylor before they reached the Oval Office. But
did he really expect that the President would
stoop to argue about ahortion with a college kid? Sons of Eli should know helter.

Ill

IF YOU KNOW
HOW TO .USE A
· MACINTOSH COMPUTER
AND WANT, TO MAKE .
E~ .MO~Y.

tion is a snap with Wombat. .You supply a
few key words and technical phrases and
the program will do the rest. The result is
guaranteed to be totally incomprehensible
to Lhe average citizen, and should stretch to
some defense committees, too. ·Students in
the Music department are advised to wait for
Lhe new "release"; bugs in earlier versions
have been known to dumR Math and Statistics into dissertations on Schoenberg and
Haydn, thus causing acute embarrassment
to bQth student and committee!
· Q. Why aren't these, questions more inter_.
esting?
A. Because you haven't sent anything in
yet! Contribute! Send suggestions, comments, questions, job offers, etc., to me c/o
The Advocate.
Q. How can I get more infonnation about
the C.C.?
A. A lot of information is available from
Lhe C.C. itself. Class-schedules are published early each semester (for classes in the
first half of Lhe semester), and near Lhe
middle of the semester (for classes in Lhe
second half). Keep your eyes open for
them, because the classes often fill
quickly-on a first-come first-served .
basis. There are also a number of useful
"Reports" written by the C.C. staff on
various· software packages (Lhey're free),
as well as manuals ("vendor
documentation'') that can be consulted on
the third floor. Don't beg, _borrow or steal
them, please! We all need to use Lhem. Ill
Mr. Update, who draws the fastest bit-map
east ofFlatbush, has saved many a hacker
from a glitch worse than death.

A Forum For Students

1tbt ':t~:~ ~~uocate
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Apple Computer is offering a more rewarding .
way of making ends meet. If selected, you wilt become a paid
consultant for the local Apple Higher Education account team. You'll be
responsible for helping,sqpport the faculty at City Unive~ity of New York
· by supplying tl;lem with answers to questions about M~cintosh® hardware ·
and third party software.
·
We will provide you wfth a Macintosh® Computer to work on. You
will have access to many information sources· within the local Apple office
and you will be kept ·current on all the latest news· about Apple® products.
· All you need is the basic kno~ledge of the product, a lot ·of enthusiasm,
good social skills, and the ability to take the time to research and provide ~
answers and solutions to people who are in need.
·
So. if you share our pas~ion for bringing the power of personal
computing to every educator .: and if you love Macintosh® computers as
much as we do - call the _number-printer below.

Call Robin Faltz at Apple Computer

914 642-8831
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Literature & Theory: A Supplement

Critical Excursions
with

Christopher Norris
Christopher Norris was at the Graduate Center last fall as
a visiting professor in the English department. He is the
author of Deconstruction, The Deconstructive Tum, The
Contest of the Faculties, and books on Paul de Man and
Jacques Derrida, among others. The following interview
:was conducted in several locations in De_cember, shortly
before the end of the fall semester. The interviewers were
Ed Marx and Barbara Roseman.

literary ·theory; was there a resistance, or did it have an
immediate effect?

Norris: I think this brings you back to the whole debate
around post-structuralism and French literary theory or
German critical theory. On the one hand you have someone like Habennas, who would take a fairly hard line and
say that the distinction does have a validity, and that if you
mix up criticism with literature, if critics get too literary
and exploit all of these literary techniques and devices,
then what they are doing is in fact abandoning the function
of criticism which has evolved since the eighteenth century
(with Kant) as a specialized critical discourse, which raises
not only certain types of questions about aesthetics and
epistemology, but also raises them in distinctive ways.
What you see in Derrida is a sort of melange of different idioms that have been (and ought to be) specialized
out Habermas would say that if you mix these discourses
then criticism loses its bite, its power to criticize normative
truth claims. What you get is a kind of impotent discourse
that gives up all its critical force by confounding disciplinary distinctions and losing its distinct vocation. So that's
one extreme--

Norris: No, at that time there was a strong resis~ce. It
was a very specialized preserve, really. I doubt there was
another seminar like it in the country. And then I went off
to Germany (where I found my first teaching post), and
about five years later, other universities developed some
interest and one or two optional courses in critical theory
Roseman: When we were talking to you yesterday, you appeared. And by now I suppose most universities will
mentioned that you were the first person in your family to have at least one such option.
get a degree, and I was wondering how you got into the
college system and whether that was atypical for the English school system at that time.
Marx: Then would _it follow th~t . translating, say,
Derrida's work into the language of analytic philosophy
·
Norris: It was a ~ort of drifting process, goi~g intq what- Ro,seinan: Has it spre"aci to the undergraduate level, or is it would be impossibl~? .
ever offered. Mine was one of the first ge!!e1fltipns to .·' still reserved {or gqid,_uate students? ·
Norris: No, I think it can ~ ·done and I
it's ~Orth
benefit from the post-war labor government. There were
all sorts of doors that opened 'Up eduta'tion tcfmu~~,Iafgef . N_orris?~1i has in·some tihivers1ti~, iri Cardiff for example. doing. I think in one ~ense lfubermas is wrong, because
numbers of people.
·
There's still less than in America There's an attitude of Derrida is demonstrably doing two things: on the one haod
, : ~·· 1£ •·
· ,. ~polite pluralism in America, whereas in Britain there's he is presenting arguments that can be paraphrased, that '
Marx: Like theG.I. bill we had in tfiis'country:afterWorld· much more resistance. It
to do with the difference be- can be summarized, and is presenting them in a way that I
Warll? ·
. _
,:. \ ~ / ' ; ·, ~J.IDPJf~g,EnglisMnAmericaandprofessingEng-· think analytic Milo~ophers can understand. I think b.is
.
.· .
.... . ~ . · · ·. lisfllnBritain. 'llbtfaresomaoy·cullUial-valuesboundup arguments in the ea_rJy books on .Hu~rl _and on Austin do
Norris: Yes, but that ~as,.des1gned,fo1 people who had j n,
·
·
· ·
· ·
~ome back from the war, w~rea, in Bri~Jtwas·priaw- '· ofLeavls. {$Jr a ~
ily for people born to people comi118--baclffrom the war. .>· .
:
'
,
- Marx: On this trip you IOUJ'ed aroond the US~ Canada.
Marx: So it was a relatively new trend in the educational Can you tell us a bit about some of the stops you made on
system.
the tour?

Interview

think

has

a

Norris: Well, there had ~n slow~ toward prov-,
ing the educationa,l system that goes back to the nineteenth is partly a kind of ralional reconsllUClion of Derrida.
century, but this was quite a spectacular turnaround really. that has ~et with some' resistance, I think partly on ~It was a time of real change, the post-war years, and look- count of the American way of reading Derrida which is
ing back now, it was a great period. The fact that Churchill usually either the Rortian, neo-pragmatist kind of rclding
was thrown out after the war-he was in many ways a great · or a reading that sees him as simply an idiosyncratic interwar leader, but the British people had the good sense to see preter of texts. If you try to present Derrida as a kind of
he would be a disastrous peacetime leader. ·So they chucked philosopher~not exactly in the mainstream, but at least in
him out, and had a really very good, well, it was good in the Kantian traditio~ you tend to get some rather fierce
some respects, labor government; well, its foreign 1>9licy responses.
.was in many ways a muddle and its domestic policy was in
some ways _confused, but nevertheless, they pushed ·1\-tarx: You have suggested (with Derrida, among others)
through a whole series of really good internal reforms, in- that philosophers need to talce an in~t in issues such as
deconstruction. Do you see philosophy as being in danger
cluding the education system.
So I grew up at just the right moment, not having been as a coherent, academic discipline?
a particularly hard-working or academic child. Now it's a
Norris: Well, this type of objection comes sometimes
much worse time to grow up.
from a post-modernist point of view, and sometimes from
a pragmatist point of view. The argument is that reason
Marx: Where did you obtain your later ed1,1cation?
has somehow been discredited, and philosophy, at least "caNorris: At University College, London. Frank Kennode nonical" or traditional philosophy, is now just a dead or
was there, teachi_ng a graduate seminar in literary theory. I · dying enterprise.
had done a very traditional London degree before that, one
that had no theoretical component at all. So Kermode's Marx: How much of this ~sistailcecould be described as
seminar was an eye opener. It was more than an influence; disciplinary, that is, resulting from a certain rigidity and
it shaped my work for the next fifteen years.
resistance to change within academic disciplines?
The early seventies was a good time to be around. _
Roland Barthes came along to the seminar. There were Norris: .To some extent it is disciplinary. If you go back
some notable occasions. Barthes was there -along with to the early seventies when Derrida's work was first being
William Empso~an unlikely combination. .
read by.literary theorists in the U.S., it seemed to them not
-so much.a: "way of getting back at philosophers, but of asMarx: Was it being in that environment which led you serting their right to read philosophical texts, to make.their
into your work of disseminating or demystifying the more own kind of sense of literary texts and not simply accept
the mainstream:
obscure work of some of these theorists? ·
-Norris: I suppose so, in the long term. I mean, you're not
really aware of these things at the time. Part of it was the
'sense of being thrown into the deep end, having read no
critical theory, no Saussure, suddenly being given texts by
'Barthes, Derrida, and Lacan to read for these weekly seminars. It was a kind of baptism by fire.

Marx: Philosophy and literary theory are both approaching certain common topics, for example, metaphor, or the
relation between language and world, but they are going
about it in different ways, using different methods.

he's somehow evading the s
of argumentation.

,
·' ·

Norris: He's raising certain fundamental questions about
the nature of philosophy, and the status of philosophy as a
separate discourse. He is saying that philosophy has laid
down certain de jure limits about what counts as a philosophical argument-you find that in Kant, in Kant's separation of faculties, in the whole structure of argumentthe architectonic of Kantian reason. And he's saying that
these distinctions are not self-evident or a matter of de facto
necessity.
·
At certain points in Kant's argument you find distinctions and conceptual hierarchies that are not self-justifying. He is saying that if you read those texts more closely
you see that they are self-subverting and self-deconstructing. You can't even raise those sorts.of questions without
reading Kant very ~los~ly .~d applyi,~g l,(antian modes of
argument to Kant's own texts, asking _what are the conditions of possibility which allow him to enforce -these
distinctions. ·
·
·
But he's not saying, Rorty would have him say, that
these distin~tions prove to be so unsµtble that they are
therefore outmoded and useless, and that we'd better move
into a post-philosophical era

as

Marx: One thing yo_u have tried to do in your recent ~ork
is to integrate philosophers like Frege,;Quine, Davidson,
and Rorty into a view of philosophy which sees these as alternative possibilities rather than competing positions. An
analytic philosopher would probably object to this on the
grounds that you can't agree with all of these people-you
have to take one line and demonstrate _how that is the correct one. How would you respond to that type of criticism?
I am particularJy thinking of a review of two of your books
in a recentDiacritics, which claimed to notice a division in_.
the style of your argumentation between a deconstructive
style and an analytic style.

Roseman: Is everyone really talking about the same thing,
or are there two different goals in mind in addressing these
Norris: Well / the reviewer was taking the line tha~ there.. ·
'
Marx: What was the response in England to this type of sorts of questions to philosophical and literary texts?
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were two Norrises. There was "Christopher" the hard-headed, empirical, analytically-minded Englishman, and "Christophe," the 7.any French post-structw:alist,
and he thought that they didn't sit weU together. I thought it was quite a funny piece,
really. But I think it's very important to get
a philosopher right, and not take the easygoing, neo-pragmatist line that "right"just
means "useful for present purpose~.'.
.

Roseman: ·In a roundabout way, this leads
to a question you raised in the seminar today about whether it is possible to read
Derrida or make sense of him without being
well-versed in the philosophical background from which he arises. What sort of
implications does this have on the way in
which he is ~ing adopted by literature departments in this country?
Norris: ·Well, one thing Utat has come out
of it is that a lot of people in literature departments are now doing a lot of reading in
philosophy. So it's a strange cross-over
situation.
Roseman: The fact of undergraduate education in _this country is usually that one
does tend to study either "literature" or
philosophy, but not both. My own reading
in philosophy has been fairly limited, and I
think that affects my ability to read some of
Derrida's ~ore plitlosophical texts.
·

depth of people's reaction is a gauge of the
intellectual threat they are facing. I think
what it does reflect is that more ·philosophers are now reading Derrida-by which I
don't mean treating him as Rorty treats
him-,-which is really a kind of domesticating movement. In Rorty, Derrida becomes
something more akin to what we enjoy in
reading novels. Derrida doesn't constitute
a threat to philosophy, partly because philosophy never existed as a discipline (as
Rorty thinks) and partly because Derrida is
.not really a philosopher.
When Arthur_Danto writes about Derrida, you can see there is a kind of grudging
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want to make this difference too categorical, as I did perhaps in my early (1982)
book on deconstruction. But it is still very
important, I think, to insist that Derrida's
work has philosophical consequences,
something that can't be grasped if you read
.him as Rorty reads him. Because otherwise you very easily end up with theRorty,
Fish, Knapp & Michaels line of argument:
that is, that theory is of no use at all, that it
can't possibly have any ''consequences,"
negative or positive, and we might as well
chuck the whole enterprise. And I think
their position does have consequences.not
least in the political sphere.

Baudtj.llard, etc., and without <:lainiing access to some kind of absolute truth? And
how cari we preserve the sense that academia is not entirely separate from the real
world, and that politics is not completely
rhetorical?

Norris: Well, the fact that people are still
making these distinctions, for example, in
using the word "rhetorical" in the pejora· tive sense, as you just did, means that .
people are still capable of making them.
Marx: Maybe part of the problem is the
fact that.we are now faced with ·rhetorical

~§~~TS·~ r•~~=
they will have to recognize that here is a
Part Il
powerful intelligence raising very im- .
portant and disturbing questions about their Roseman: There is this way of reading
discipline. That's when you get these sort Derrida and de Man which suggests that if
of extreme reactions.
, you exist in a community. of chaos, then ·
whoever has the loudest voice or is the
Marx: Do you think at some point we will most authoritarian · will eventually .take
stop having the sort of "militant response" over. This kind of theorizing, I think, pro- .
that Derrida believes he has received iii this duces a fear of moving into a realm of abcountry?
solute relativism where there's no ground1
/ •
,
·ing anywhere. •
Norris: I think he has a real grievance
there. He has been misunderstood; he has Norris: Well, I think that's a real fear, a
been the object of a campaign of viii- · quite justified fear, and one that has been

devices that were unknown 50 years agothe advances in media which have allowed .
politicians a much greater degree of freedom in presenting their "message" than
they had in the age of radio, or before tbat,
in the days when public speeches were the
primary means of conveying one's message. You could deny that there is anythiQg
"special" about these.forms of communication, but television, "sound bites" and
editing offer politicians new rhetorical capabilities, ·which seems to liave changed
the face of (>Olitics, in this country at ieast.

.Norris: I think that's true. ·But I'think it's
good to see_these as problems,. that's the
important thing~ · You can 'take a .very dire
view of .the effects of the mass media on the· ·
political process, but I think:there's a kind
of fatalist determinism built into ~ If
us Ep..
No.rris: ~ had a very traditional English Lit .the fesistapce to liis work. There are cer~ .some quesu~ which ~edto come out you read dleorislS like Hans

-

~::~::::·~~~j~~

an undergraduate I remember rea4ing Wil- thought more cogently or clearly, 'but he' can do abounhis, we've lived on into an the-media oo twre

prefers-- not to be intentionally obscure, as
some critics have accused him of being-butcertainlytopresenthisargumentsinhis
own, idiosyncratic way.

a~ d·of·buitt-'m'tt:n-·

age of hyper-reality-and any kind of com- dency toward (it>mocrati:zation. Radio, for
Jia,n Empson's The Structure of Complex
parison
between the way things are pre- example is essentially a two-way mediUJll.
Words, which I think is his great neglected
sentedonthescreenandthewaythingsare
It's only because. we have a cenlralized
book. He takes a series of key words and
in
reality,
or
tl'leway
the
polls
distorted
the
·structure
of power that we sit and listen.
tries to work out what structure of statewhole
democratic
process,
there's
no
point
.
~bile
other
people do the productiqn and
ments they imply. At that time_it was a
Norris:
I
think
there
are
two
questions
in
talking
about
this
because
it~s
the
old·
the
editing
and
broadcasting;
.
kind of solitary interest, but now peQple
there.
·
When
Derrida
)s'
writing
analytiPlatomc
way
of
talking
about
things,
the
With.
computer
networks,
for
example,
(Jonathan Culler, for example) are becoming more interested in that side ·of cally, ·.as he does iii ~ Husserl book , distinction between truth and the simula~ it should -~ possible to conceive a more
[Speech and Phenomena] or in Margi11S of crum, because we ,are _living .in 118 age of equitable distribution of power/knowledge,
Empson 's work.
·Philosophy, he is ~ superb writer. He has ·. pervasive ulirealjty, and so on.
but, ofcourse, what's happening is that priMa~: One point that Derrida made in the been well translated, he is clear, lucjd, co- ·
Now, I think Baudrillard is rightin a . vate citizens are sitting around with their
interview we did with him (''The Derridean gent, and I think he writes the kind of Ian- · diagnostic way, that . some thing bad has . little word proces.10l'S and the big corporaView,'.' BM04, October, 1988) was that al- - guage, and presents the kind of argument, happened. •The West is in a pretty bad situ- lions and the surveillance operators and the
though he thought-that it was helpful to that analytic philosophers should under- ation, ·but for him to say that this has . police computers have the real computing
have a philosophical background, he didn't stand. ·
changed the conditions of debate and that , power and the centralized databanks and so
·see it as necessary in order to practice deconBut of course there is also the other we can no longer talk about distortions or- forth. So you have a centralization, which
struction in an effective way, which would side of Derrida, where he prefers io show trivialization or misrepresentation; well Enzenberger would say is a distortiQD. It's
seein to imply a kind of separation between what language can do once you've gone it's not jll$t that it's a defeatist attitude, but not something that's built into the nature of ,
the theory itself, which one needs some through the necessary analytic moves. Of that it's simply untrue.
.
·. the technology. It's something which has
philosophy to understand, and its applica- course, you can't _make the distinction as ·
One has to maintain those distinctions; come out'of the power structure.
lion, which one doesn't.
·
neat and watertight as th.at. I mean, you l think. The great danger of critical theory
·
can't go through Derrida's work labelling is a premature collapsing of distinctions. Roseman: With the U.S. invasion of
Norris: Well, I think that you could prac- · his texts either "serious and philosophi- What'you have is a set of disciplines which Granada the media was given ·only limited
lice deconstructiQD to the_degree that it cal," or "playful, literary, performative," or are not god-given or absolu~ere's no access to the events, which is more or less
.
reason why we should draw hard and fast what would have happened fifty years ago.
consists in seeking out·binary oppositions whatever.
For example, the response to Searle distinctions between legal studies and phi- So it's a question of who controls access to
and showing that the apparendy dominant
and subsidiary terms really don't have that takes up arguments developed in the essay l05di?hy and literature, but within each dis- the events;
relation' at all, and that wouldn't require on Austin, just as Glas takes up arguments cipline there are standards of truth, criteria,
fr<?m earlier texts on Hegel (e.g.-· "From standards of validity which have been Norris: Absolutely. What woke a lot of
much·of a specialized background.
I do get the feeling; having travelled Restricted to General Economy''), and The evolved through a process of internal self- people up to this in Britain was the
around, that it is i~ philosophy that decon- Postcard rehearses the whole problematics criticism over a long period, and to throw Falklands campaign, where all of a sudden
struction will really make its mark. You of speech, writing and representation to be those away entirely, for example, to say there was a massive and well~orchestrated ·
can judge partly by the intemperate re- found in O/Grammatology. So,I wouldn't that history is only a type of narrative so news blackout, where the official statethere's no distinction between history and ments each morning and evening from the
sponses you get from some philosophers.
Ruth Marcus at Yale gave an ex- * Paill de Man was Sterling Professor of fiction, or that legal texts ate rhetorical or Ministry of Defence were often very distraordinary, vituperative twenty-minute Comparative Literature at Yale Unh•~rsity, that philosophy is just a kind writing, as torted. I think that brought home for a lot
response to a paper of mine on decon- and one of the most influential literary crit- Rorty says, is to throw away too much. It of people just how far the gov~ment did
struction and the uses of theory. Basically ics in_the United States. He died in 1983. In produces a kind of leveling, a very dis- have its thumb on the BBC. I don't think
· that would happen as easily in the U.S.
she was saying that I had debased myself 1986, it was discovered that de Man had ablingkindofrelativism.
because things are less centralized-there
by defending de Man,* or by saying any- written literary reviews, as well as protoare
more news networks, newspapers, more
Marx:
How
can
we
preserve
these
distincfascist
propaganda
and
one
anti-semitic
. thing in the least favorable about Derrida
centers
of opinion, even if a lot of them are
tions
without
completely
throwing
out
the
article,
for
Belgian
newspapers
under
Nazi
· anddeMan,
right
wing-and
of course you have a more work
of
people
.like
Derrida,
Foucault,
control
during
the
Second
World
War.
eds.
But it isn't"quite fair to say that the
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open system. Secrets get out; you can im- longed and painful attempt to reckon with a sense of continuing to exist from day-topeach presidents...
what he had once thought and written, and, day and setting up projects. So I think there
as far as possible, to prevent people falling is a lot of pseudo-radical post-modem talk
Marx: So you see at least a stronger appli- into that trap again. ·
about de-centering the subject which
cation of the idea of free speech. in Amerdoesn't hold up.
ica.
Marx: The counter argument to that is that
his earlier views are ingrained enough in his Marx: I think what was upsetting about the
Norris: Well, a greater potential for it But method, his writing, even h~s personality, de Man case was that he was so easily able
the advantage of having a de-centered sys- that despite his conscious attempt to over- .to keep this thing under wraps during what
tem is also a disadvantage, in that those come them, there may be unconscious cur- was a very long, well known career. The
things that are being said will not be as rents of totalitarian thought still left in his announcement of this information surgenerally available.'
later work. For example, there are those prised people to a great extent It is partly a
who find in de Man's deconstructive prac- reaction among themselves for having
Partill
tice a certain violence which they liQk to failed to notice the fascistic tendencies
which they felt oughf to have been recoghis past.
Marx: Let's talk a bit about Paul de Man.
nizable. .
It struck me recently that there is a resem- Norris: Stanley Corngold wrote about the
blance between the Paul de Man case and images of dismemberment and "disarticu- Norris: I think itis. I never met him, but he
.the Ezra Pound case, especially so far as the · lation," body images and the like. I mean, · was obviously .a magnetic, very chariscrisis among literary scholars about how to you could say there is something very ex- matic individual whose students were
deal with the fact that here is a person who treme about the later de Man and you could fiercely loyal and devoted to him. I suphas been acc_epted for his work and has sud- pick out passages like the famous one from pose it would have come as a very great
denly been revealed as someone you would "Shelley Disfigured" which says that there shock to' them. And the evidence is that it
not necessarily want to invite into your
home. With Pound, the response of many
critics has been that you can accept him in a
purely "literary" sense, even though you
deplore his values.
to a random assemblage of fragments. You
could find it in a number of passages like did. As for concealing it, I don't know, I
Norris: Well, I think that is interesting. that.
guess that is in many ways the most disThere has been ,a discussion of Pound-in
_But to read that as a kind of crypto- creditable thing; one feels that if he had
Foucauldian terms-of the discourses that fascism seems to me really absurd. If any- made a clean breast of it, made the writings
surround the Pound-caso-notjust the sort_. thing, they are the outcome of a long_and . pu!)lic, things might have been be~ter.
of medical, psychiatric discourses, but the ·· tortuous process that goes against all those .. He might have felt·that this would be a
literary discourse~ as well. This approach. earlier writings. ,I ~ what I think' de kind of egocenlrism on hi& p,art,-drawillg
seems designed to do just· that-drive ·a Man see$ as 'fascistic in his
writing. acaendon to .
. , .
. ·
·
wedge between his poliµcal responsibilities. an4 what tie
fO SCO ~ ~ iJ1
as a citizen, and his license 8s a ~ otheis is die organidst-. of laquap • been fairly c.
you can still like him·as a poet even if be . somehow roofed in die IOil;,pait of die . U.S. had
had objectionablepolitical views. . '
evolving
process of nadonal tradi- people with N .
.· tion. lt is that that_he identifies in Hei- pened to 'be use
Marx: He_d~s ~m_ro be a majpr i_n1]u- degger. identifies in many _f

rium from · Germany to America. Large numbers of people were brought over here:
high ranking people from the rocket program and so forth. He might have felt he
was part of a larger pattern, that his crimes.or past sins, kind of faded in significance
by comparison. I don't know. Who can
tell what went on in his mind?
And the other side of it is that had he
"fessed up" he would have lost his job, and
I think that he felt the most useful thing he
could do was teach people to be more critical readers. I think there has been a lot of
hypocritical reaction to this.

Marx: It seems to have become a very sim·plistic problem in the literary theory community: either he wasafascistorhe wasn't.
The same thing with Ezra Pound. It is more
complicated than that, and you have to .
examine the writings in the context of
where and when they appeared: Belgium
· under the occupation.

5fEf~gs,s lfail91f_
M~1~1111j1 ·
comes

earli~

Norris: I think so. You have to understand
the whole background of Flemish separa~
tism and nationalism. There is a long tradi~
-lion of pro~German feeling in that part of ,
Belgium, as opposed to French culture. So
it is· complex, and ihat is point Derrida ·
· brings out in bis,[first] p~ in Critical In- .

a

- .

.

.

.,

..

·organic

provingly in the 't~ and•
· a... those.violent images are a very cictermined
, Norris: More so in America than in Brit- reaction against those earlier organicist
ain,l think. He's riot really read, studied, . imagesofwholeilessandcorJtinuity.
or taught in Britain very much. '.Though,
•
. .,,..
there are some exception~he does have Marx: But that seems almost too easy a
some followe,s. F9r ins~ce, m~st-mod- - reversal of the simplistic notion of unity
em poetry classes would teach Eliot, but . that nowadays is associated with fascism.
relatively few would look at Pound.
The idea of unity is not, .I think;, in itself
The parallels .between Pound ·and de objectionable. In a lot of its formulations_
Man don't really stand, though. because we it becomes objectionable, in certain politido easily make that assumption that poets cal configurations.
aren't responsible for what they say, even
when they are talking, or writing poetry. Norris: I agree. I think if you justsort of
They have a sort of speciai dispensation__..swi_tch over and say nrgaoicism and contiand that has come into play in the Pound nuity: bad; disarticulation, dismemcase. Whereas intellectuals, critics, com- berment, deconstruction: good; yes that
mentators are responsible in a rather differ- would be an absurd sort of argument. And
ent way. We hold them responsible for of course he doesn't. I think su~marizing
w~t they say, hence the quite different it does make it seem very flip and facile.
kind of prosecuting zeal we see in the de But, I think you have to work it through, as
Man case.
I tried to do in my book. I had difficulty
with some of those passages in fact. I can
Marx: What do you see as Paul de Man ;s quite see · why someone like Corngold
future reception among theorists?
would find them chilling, and think really
nothing much had changed but the rhetoric.
Norris: Well they've published the warI think you're right, especially in the
time writings, and they are about to publisi!._ context of not only deconstruction ·~d
a collection of responses from a variety of post-modernism, but the·present craze for
people, some defending de .Man [Re- decentering, fragmenting, dispersal, and so
sponses on Paul de Man's Wartime jow- forth is simply a bad thing, That's not a
nalism, U. of Nebraska Press, 1989]. The novel thought. I think on that particular
whole issue seems to be being di$Cussed in . issue I take Terry Eagleton's line and say
a kind of hothouse climate. The initial re- · that you need some appeal, if not to the tra- '
· actions were very extreme, sorm~ of them diti_onal "unified subject," then at least to
quite ridiculous. Jeffrey Melman said that some kind of autonomous subject
the entirety of American deconstruction
If you eliminate or disperse the subject
can be seen as an amnesty, a whitewashing completely, you are left without any politioperation for wartime collaboration.
cal agency. You would liave no will, no
I think what will happen is that people desire. The present post-modern craze for
will eventually come back to reading his the dispersed subject is rhetorical only.
later work and they will see ~at what is · Nobody can actually live on those assumpgoing on is, as I said in my book. a pro- lions. We do have memories, we do have

tensively studied.

.FOUR BY NORRIS
"... [Christopher Norris is] on~ of the most philosophically
erudite and adept of literary theorists. "-Terry Eagleton
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also would have been seen as rather dangerous in that political climate. And, of
·course, he was involved with left leaning
elements of the surrealist movement. And
perhaps Derrida is right in proposing that
there are really two messages, one for those
who know how to read it and another for
those who don't It is a fairly desperate
argument in some ways, but there is something to be said for it :

Graduate m~~, - 4-h
Student ~y .v0C8"'

Man: I think that's because it has become
somewhat dgmesticated in literature or literary studies, it no longer has that threatening position in literary studies. It clearly
does in philosophy.
·

September 1989

is now generally accepted thafRussell did
·not understand large parts o( the Tractatus.
And after that he was adopted by the Jinguistic philosophers, who kept a v,ery tight
hold on the interpretation of Wittgenstein,
and on the posthumous appeMance of his
writings, too.
·

Norris: It does, and for obvious reasons. It
threatens some of the most basic ideas of Marx: -It is hard to see anything much
philosophy.
going on as far as an interaction after
World War I.
Part IV
Marx: And so, along with other recent de· velopments in continent.al philosophy, -it Norris: Well there's a bit Gilbert Ryle
Norris: We were talking about Gerald doesn't tend to get taught in philosophy reviewed some of Husserl's books, wrote a

ever a new discipline, approach; or school,
language.
or theory comes up there is an initial mo- departments here. So in that sense -it bement of resistance, which can be quite ex- comes not only convenient that you have Man: I wonder how much of the Ameritended, then they start offering course selec- the kind of current philosophical thought can philosophical tendency has. its root in
.ti9ns, then they make a sort -of token ap- being taught in literature departments William James and J}is version ofpragmapointment, have a theori~t in the depart- rather than philosophy departments, but it tism? It is not something that is generally
ment. Anci ·this is a typical pattern which also becomes a matter of qecessity. If it is brought or t as being-a prominent influence,
leads.to a ~nd of easy-going, to,erant, but not being taught in literature ~epartments, but I think you
it in Davidson and
aimless pluralism which ')'1e sees as beirig it is not going to be taught at all. .
Qwne, in their objectivist, scientific orienconnected to .d,.le, ~enG8!1,-~ituation. . .
. .... ;, . .. .·.. . ' ,: .. . . ,.,
-~~•(,~P~~osoplly:: . . .
~
It is a useful kind of counterpart to the Nori'is:J~ Britain, pbilo~hy is 10 a·~te
work .that is. being done in-,Britain on the . ,of !lear-thminat dee)~. 'There is a 'big No~is: I don"t ktJow_.'. ~k-af Rorty:' tris·
(levelopnient, the forination.and the rise of lack of funding-only five lecturers under view ~f science is ~if¢ctly o(ii'j>iec~ with
En,glish studies~ the politics of it and the thiJ;tY in departiri~ts o{philoso~hy nation- · his 'fiews on philosophy. He says that sciotig,ins. We don't have qui_te that degree of wide. .Theyire not fiUing chairs, ~l offer- ence does come U.P :'!Vith the· goods,' but
toieran
_· _l pluralism and there JS·_ still this re- 1·ng J·uo1·or posts·, 1·t•s appallm·g. The only s1·oc·e 1·t spec
· 1·fi·es th' ose· g"'~-'n 1·0· advan
·· ce 1·t
. sistance, in some places quite-fierce.
department I can think of that's flourishing can't fail to produce the.:iorty.'s. view is'
is Warwick, and that's the one place where that scientists don't get things right even
Marx: Resistance to pluralism?
they teach continental philosophy, along when they do have fairly successful results.
with literary theory. So they get plenty of It is just one version. of how things could
Norr~: No, resistan~ to theory itself.
go,od_.students, inclu<ijng ~Y from over- . have one. Galileo wasn't" .. t" wJJe.Q
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tic structures from scratch, and that sort of
thing, simulating actual learning processes
that a human mind goes through by using a
pre-existing program.
But the idea of philosophy as a socially useful thing worth funding, worth ·
having in your university, is something totally suange to tlie Thatcherite mentality.
Goodness knows how you could convince
Margaret Thatcher that philosophy is a
subject worth teaching. That kind of oar-_
row, utilitarian view is totally closed to the
argument that philosophy is a worthwhile
subject for its own sake.

among philosophers in this country. ·They
are.project-oriented in sense. They have .
their areas in which the: serious philosophy
is being done, primarily ·la,iguage and
mind,andtheyaren~generallywell-versed
in c;>tlier ~ such as ethics or aesthetics.

a

Norris: Th~ .~ritish counter.:Cxample there
would be Bertrand Russell.-He continued to
~te ~hnical phqosophy, ODtRlogy and
so forth,.bu(he -also wrote about marriage
the_f~ily, th~ ~g~ ~li~ion, etc::
and.carried on ~ese "popularizi~~" texts to
the end of his life, as weU as his serious
philosophicaI;,~ 'ork·.
.
.. ' .
- -- ,.,:1i1. , ·Ma.:X: .Ari~ b'a~e ~plli ilik~~N~
Chomsky. ·
'
',. · .:·
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Marx: When one thinks of pluraUsm one
But in most philosophy departments, that we have taken G ileo's ·ne, rather and e has a very mixed reception in this
thinks of different approaches that are all there is this polite but disdainful agreement than the church's. Therefore, Galileo looks country.

within a certain range of ,critical approaches. Theory, on the other hand, wants
to be in a controlling position, to make
valuejudgementsaboutotherapproaches to
li~rature. I think that people who are in
other critical fields or have different approaches do feel threatened by this. ·They
can see that there is an attempt to move
into areas they see as their own. It seems to
be a fighting for space.

Norris: Agajn, I think the pattern is diffezent in Britain than in America. Here lit.er-ary theory has been mainly a form of deconstruction, and that in turn has ~n domesticated and turned into something that is rec-ognizably literary criticism. It has different
terminology and slightly different sources,
but nevertheless it is a form of literary explication and criticism. In Britain decoijstruction . has no,t had ~e same impact,
where post-structuralism has in its Marxist
and Lacanian psychoanalytic varieties. And
it has maintained a political edge which I
think itdpesn'tquife have in America, with
a few e~ceptions.
·
·'·
Marx: Now that the deconstructive movement ~
,~) ~µ- l?r~B ..ifP. a bit, it is in ,~
much better position to become a part of
the literary enterprise.
·

on the philosophers' part to let literary
theorists get on with teaching the stuff because they can't do the analytical work,
arid anyway it is not worth thinking really
hard about Derrida and Heidegger. I thinlc
that runs even deeper in Britain than it does
here. Of course, we say continental phi- losophy, but that is not exactly right Every
department will have somebody who can
·teach Kant, or Sp,i.noza, or Frege.

L

to -us as having won ' the argument for
keeps. Rorty certainly isn;t a scientific
realist in any way. But I know what you
mean, that really the only test of proof is
what works, what
. gets, results.

Marx: And,' in an institutional way there

seems to be a much closer connection~
tween scientific
and· philosophy
than •in· other countries or other times.
There-is this very close-link between things
Marx: I lhink we mean anyone aft.er Kant like artificial intellig~ research, comor Husserl or Hegel.. After you-get into the .
twentieth century, anything after Frege
becomes· difficult to find in the work of
"mainstream" philosophers, particularly
analytic philosophers.

Norris: Well, the split really comes with
Kant when you get on the one hand the
analytical tradition taking over a lot of
Kant's ideas, and on .the other Hegel ~d
the whole "continental" line of descent But
there were times when
British ttadition
-came very close to the continental. For
instance, there was the episode, a very
short-li:ved episode, of Oxford i4ealism,
Hegelian idealism-McTaggart, OreeP. and
FJI.. B~dley~ .twas mo~ 9{1~~ m,uffi;c,t
out by Russell and Moore.

the

research

put.er research, brain- and mind-related research, and philosophy in this country. I
think that is one of the reasons for the relative strength of philosophy in the U.S~
There is funding available, and the ~rs.
i sees itself as helping in the scientific enter_.prise in those directions. I wonder how
much that has to do with the difference betw~n British philosophy and American.·

Marx: I suppose when you had people like
Norris: Well, I think deconstruction will Wittgens~in and Russell working together, Norris: I suppose there's not so much of
tum out to have been an interesting and with Wittgenstein in the continental ttadi- that in Britain. To some extent now, some
philosophers of language have been getting
influential, but relatively short lived, chap- tion, there was more of an interaction.
some funding, I suppose to work on comter in modem literary critical history. But,
Norris:
It
is
now
becoming
apparent
that
.
puter
language, artificial intelligence.
I think in philosophy the story is very dif~
Wittgenstein
was
steeped
in
continental
There's
a big project in Cardiff involving
ferent. There are good reasons for that. In
philosophy
and
so
people
are
beginning
to
linguists,
not (as far as I know) any phisome sense it is constitutive ofphilosophy
pick
up
,on
his
reading
of
Schopenhauenmd
losophers.
It is basically a project for paras a discourse that it should resist deconso
forth.
But
for
a
while,
the
reception
of
allel
data
processing,
PDP. It is supposed
struction. It's not so in the case of literaWittgenstein
was
determined
by
Russell.
It
to
be
able
to
generate
grammatical
linguisture.
.._

f

Norris: There are reasons for that. Philosophy is~ ~ -of ~ipline 'that makes
you intensely self critical ~ what yoa
say, and it can make it very hard for you,to ·
take a straight-forward stance on anything.
I think that is not just evasiveness or fudging the issue, it is a sense of rigor, a stan-·
dard of argument that makes it difficult for.
you to espouse one cause· unreservedly.
You know all the standard jokes about a,;ademic philosophers, unable to ·make up
~ir minds and what not It is not a bad.
idea ~ have around a f3.i!' o.·umber of people
who do have that kind,of scrupulous intellectual conscience.
·
·
But Derrida is exceptional in the sense
of the Socratic individual who can converse on any topic and have something of
interest to say, especially on ethical questions.

Christopher Norris is at present at ihe
Centre for Critical and Cultural Theory at
the University ofWales College of Cardiff.
He has recently completed Deconstruction
and the Interests of Theory, a collection of
essays dealing with such diverse issues as
Critical legal Studies, Rudolphe Gasche' s
book The Tain of the .Mirror, and, more
generally, _,"defending the Enlightenment
heritage, and arguing that we should go
back an4 reexamine the truth claims ofphilosophy, but not simply throw tl)em out."
Of interest to philosophers is a chapter on
Donald Davidson "arguing , out whethe{
you can interpret Davidson as having 4
strong truth-conditional theory of Ian~
guage." The book, part of Oklahoma Uni:
versity Press' Project for Discourse .in
Theory series, is due out this year. Also in
the works is a book on Spinoza. ! .
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World
An Evening of Indian · Dance
· A worpan of great poise and charm,
Ms. Swati Bhise (pronounced Bhee-say) is
a well-known performer of Che Bharatnatyam style of classical Indian dance. She
has been dancing professionally since
1980, when she underwent her Arangetram,
or initiation, into the world of perfqrmance.
Ms. Bhise has been under rigorous physical
and mental training since the age of sixteen,
when she decided to become a professional
performer. She was a disciple of Sonal
Mansingh, the founder of the Center of
tndian Classical Dance. On~ of the greatest
dancers India has produced, Sonal Mansingh believes in the teacher-disciple tradition (guru-shishya-parampara). Ms. Bhise
lived with her teacher for twelve years,
where she was taught not only the dance,
but also the culture, theory and essence of
Bharatanatyam. When asked if she had a
degree in dance, Ms. Bhise replied with a
laugh. "Living with Sonal for twelve years
was degree enough.'; . She nearly gave up
· dancingaftertwoyearsbecauseofherrigorous training schedule. She had .no vaca- '
lions,·and, in addition to being on a diet in
order -to build.u,p. h e r ~ Ms. Bhise
. spent six hours of daily practi~anddewted
-hereve)Jingstoth~Silld:yoftheoi'y. As pan
of her trainin , Ms. Bhise also '-184 to con-:
m~ces by,

Nepali Women in Journalism
By Manjula Giri
t

Swati Bhise ·

\-· ·· •

• •-

ls there a feminist movement in Nepal? This is a difficult question to answer,
because the word, "feminist," is not accept.!d by most Nepali women. In the land
of my birth, the women's movement is
practio·11 y ,10n-existent, forthe simplereason that woinen do not have the political
freedom to assemble or to ·organize. Although our' women's movement is · not
comparable to Western feminist movemen ts, Nepali woinen have done a tremendous amount of theoretical work, which
cannot be dismissed as merely superfic;ial.
This wotk forms the foundation of the
women's movement in Nepal.
The United Nations declared 1975 ac;
the Year of t~e Woman, and the subsequent
· decade (1975-1985), as the Decade of the
Woman. This declaration added momentum to the Nepali women's movement, and
inspired the creation of several projects designed to uplift the. status of women in
Nepal. Queen Aiswarya became the chairwoman of the Committee of the Intema~
tiona1 W~••s ,Year1 which in turri en-:
c:oo,agcd Nepali men and women to partici~ 'i", the ·IIOW_wa,~e of thc-~ed

aBharatnatyam performance-the Varnam,
the centerpiece of aBharatnatyam recital,
the longest and most difficult piece, is a
combination of technique and expression.
Padams , ,which-tell a story, are pure Abhinay (expression). Ms. Bhise also makes
annual visits to India in order to maintain
.her technique. because she has very _little
opportunity to work with m~cians in the
United States.
.. _
. -Mt,.Biailo ..tis pe;fomied in 'v ~
dance .festivals in lndja and ~
,
~)
.world; Her i n ~ ~ pea ·
.
· - lien•, • • ~
. 40da anni~
-of 111e·u
,Nations .in September 1986. What
Perfonned in temples by dancing girls this perfonriance especially exciting fi
calledDevadasis (Servants of
·
· · · ·
.

..

"

.

~-

•

are involved in agricµlturc. Nevertheless,
women have very little power within the
family structure. Although women are the
producers, it is the men who actually control the. production and profit. Thus,
women are totally de;,endent on men for
their livelihood.
·
In Nepal, women eat la,;t. Yet they
give birth to six or seven children, on the .
average. Famtly planning does not reach
poor, rural Nepali couples. Because mothers are malnouris~ed, children are born
malnourished. Nepal has an infant mortality rate of 150 out of every one thousand
babies. I raised all these issues in my writing.
In 1983, I decided to start my own jourmil, a monthly dealing with women's issues, entitled Gargi, after a woman iii
Hindu mythology, who is the symbol of
wisdom and intellect.
.
I came to the United States in 1984 to
pursue my graduate degree in Women's ·
Studies. I was particularly interested in .
studying, .from an anthropological and
"sociological perspective, tl)e inherftance
ri_BhmofNejJaliwOf!1Cn, because daughter( ·

a

;p
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•

·, ~

' · · .. ·
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oflndia. It is thewmbination or sensuous- .
ness (Sringara) and devotion (Bhakti), and .;
.
• .I
expresses the union of indivi(Jual soul Bhise has taught at Cult~l Institute· of
. (Atma) with,. the universal soul (Parmat- India.in Ne.w York, as well as a~ Columbia
ma). The dancef9rmis highly structural in University. She has also glven lecture
format, enumerates 108 primary poses . demonstrations at many American universi(Karanas) and follows the principles lai,d tiles, including Brooklyn College. Her acdown by the gre~t sage:Bharafa in the · complishments include the choreography
Natyashastra, ·a unique treatise on the per- and ethnic dance consultationsfor the Tho_.
forming _arts written over 2,000 years ago. mas Mann musical, The Transposed Heads,
.The nine basic emotions (love, pride, sor- and the Broadway musical version of Charrow, laughter, wonder, anger, fear, disgust les Dickens', The Mystery ofEdwin Drood:
and p(;aCe) are.~xpressed through the stories
Swati Bhise performed in the Graduate
of the gods and goddes~ from mythology. School Auditorium, Monday, September
Ms. Bhiseexplained the different aspects of 25, 1989.

l

first'woman re~r.j
,
.
in l976. In Nepal, the press is controlled publis~ .
wever, I was 'relieved last
by both the public and the private sectors. )'ear to learn that anew woman's magazmc,
The major news media-radio and televi- Asmita ("Identity''); has been launched by·
sion-as well as the two major dailies, ari: two dedicated women iii Kaihmandu, Su<;an ~
under governmental control. Incontrast,a Maskey andAnjuCheury. LastFebruary,l
significant number of newspapers and jour- met these wol'!"en in ·Kathmandu. · Their
nals are published in the private sector by magazine publishes articles about cbn-.
individuals and groups. There are over four sciousness-raising among Nepali women.
hundred s~ch publications, which include . The editors are a determined group of young ·
tabloids, journals and other periodicals, women· who treat issues considered to be
where about thirty women work in various radical by Nepali standards.
capacities. These are not published on a
· Today, women in Nepal hold impor-.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:, regular basis for financial reasons, given tant positions in radio and television. One
the fact that Nepal has very few industries of the program officers told me that in teleand advertising is scarce. The National vision alone, women constitute 40% of the
News Agency of Nepal, where I worked, is . work force. Neverthele~s. when I visited
also a semi-governmental organization.
the studio, I discovered that the programs
. At fir$t I accepted the job .wi_ih great for women are restricted to cooking arid
~nthusiasm. My journalistic sources and homemaking. The same applies to radio
the leaders of the woman's movement were programs. There is pne saving grace, howas excited as I was. Little did I know , ever. Eleven women journalists from both
If: You are a choral singer, or a 'soloist,
however, that I was to face countless chal- _the. private and the public sectors have
If: You play Medieval, Renaissance or Baroque instruments lenges during my career. My editol'.S in- formedanorganizationforwomeninmedia
structed me to give first priority to the de- devoted to women's issues. Moreover,
(but not necessarily these instruments),
velopment of the nation, such as support- there are now two women working for the
ing the construction of roads and hospitals, major English dailies, as well .as two
If: You can IMPROVISE vocally or on an instrument
and.raising the literacy rate. (In 1975, Nepal women in the National News Agency. I ·
had aliteracy rate of only 3.5%, which has feel, therefore, that there is still ·hope for
(or want to 1eam),
jumped to an overall 24%, according to the women in Nepal, in view of the fact that
1987 census.)
almost thirteen years ago, I was the only
Despite the odds, I was determined to woman journalist who worked for · the
write about women's issues. I had always agency.
believed that women's development went
I wish the new women journalists in
Beginning in Fall, 1989, based at the CUNY Graduate School.
hand
in
hand
with
that
of
the
nation.
l
Nepal
all the- best in their future en1
Call the Ph.D.Programin Music at (212) 642-2301,
managed to write about various issues re- deavours. I
or contact Robert Braham at (212) 879-1026.
· fiated to Nepali women, ranging from health lASt spring, Manjula Giri; of the Sociolto legal assistance. I thought it w:is wry ogy Program, was invited to address the ,
important to make the public aware .th~tt members of the United Nc.tlons Fund for
OPEN TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS
women contribute almost 83% of the tam- Population ·Activities. Thi& article is a ·
: Hy income, and that 92% of Nepali women . summary ofher presentation.
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Resound

Singers! Performers! Musicians! ·

I

'

Take part in,-build, enjoy

RESOUND!
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How're you going to do it?
·1

.

/:]i,,,, ,,,,,
?r : ,:·fl.,.,,,.
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.

. ' 'My chem lab report is due Monday.
· · My English lit. paper is due Tuesday. .
; My economics paper is.due on Wednesday.
And the big game's tomorrow.''
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Arts & Entertainment
Review; Film

Remembering
Hetbert von Karajan

Love and Hate in Bro9klyn

•

·'

•

¥•,[••.
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By Robin Thomas

By Carol Siri Johnson

,

Herbert von Karajan, undeniably one his orchestra would appear in the U.S. in
of the most powerful conductors and 1955 revived an outpouring of anti~Nazi
When we moved from the four-comer the Right Thing, like Terrence Rafferty of musical figures of this century, died of a sentiment in t:1is country. All three of his
town of Lowville, New York, to the The New Yorker, say is overdone and born- heart attack on July 16, 1989, in his home New York concerts at Carnegie Hall were
thriving metropolis of Albany, my father bastic; with "movie-style power." Indeed, in the Austrian Alps. His health, which had picketed ~y Jewish groups and the local
drove us down Clinton Avenue, and I saw it is a disturbing power. I, too, almost got been (ailing in recent years, had forced his musicians' union, with as many as 500 prothe inner-city for the first time. It seemed up and left But while the white audience resignation from his post as pennanent testers. At one concert, pigeons with antiwonderful: children were playing in sat, staring up in disbelief, the black audi- conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic Nazi s~ogans written on cards tied to their
crowds on the streets, adults were laughing encecheered.
Orchestra in April of this year. There has legs were released in the hall, distracting the
and lounging together on the warm
The movie also ends in a disturbing not been a time since he took over that audience, but appll{ently not the conductor
brownstone steps, and everyone was manner. A quotation by Martin Luther position in 1955 when Karajan's name has and his orchestra.
having fun. Here, life was everywhere. - King scrolls down the screen, and the white not been at the forefront of classical musicDuring this tour, Karajan .politics
Life is everywhere in Spike Lee's new , ~udience breathes a sigh of relief, in hope making. And with over 800 recordings to were questioned, but his music was not:
movie too: Do the Right Thing captures -that the final message will be one of peace. his credit, more than any other conductor He received rave reviews at every tum.
that warmth and creativity I sensed then, .Then another quotation, by Malcolm X, has. ever turned out, 'it is .certain that his Critics and audiences were astounded by
but it adds another dimension as well.
scrolls down directly after the King musical influence will continue well into the near perfection he drew from the
Do_ the Right Thing is about black · quotation, giving us two meanings, and the next century.
orchestra, and were quite taken with the
Brooklyn. Except fQr Sal's Pizzeria, the leaving us dangling betweeen the two
Karajan was born into ·a wealthy conductor's virtuosity and dashing
Korean grocery, one doorstep-full of messag~.
·
Salzburg family in 1908 and early on was appearance on the podium. This was the
Hispanics and a few stray whites, all of the
As. I ·walked out of the theater, I proclaimed a piano prodigy. He turµed to only such U.S. tour in which the praise was
characters are black. For the first two- immediately began to construct several conducting in his late teens and made -his unanimous. Subsequent' visits, both with
thirds of the movie, the scenes of inner-city sophisticated arguments as to why the orchestral debut at 22 with an orchestra he the Berlin Philharmonic and with other
life
immensely entertaining, as l;he movie was not good. One of them-and hired for the pecasion;-a common practice orcbestras., drew decidedly niixed reviews.
camera moves from characteqo character; one· that may _hav.e: JODlC truth in it-was for cond~tors with~ Dl(?DCY to do it Hd :
During the 1950~s. Karajan became
flashing from scene to scene, ..the vis
tblll, after School Daze, Spike Lee had to 'held c,onducling poslS ia Aachen and Ulm, ' known as the "general music director of.
. getting hotter awll..-.lMll'l"lll!lallft!"riiinri
make a hit What better-:wa, to'do.itdlaa to andd(lr buiJdilrg • ,q,ae.,.for lt. 11lf ~
9- ~ ·
and . e · streets of , Beci,.S tuy·, get~prge P..R., aad what-biaa-way ID in Gezmany during World War II, be toot ..__,
·...-"'RnVlklyn. '.flle' ~ogue: lilc:e"ihaf df the" ~tplige'P-.R:t1iapio'wiiteastarylhit :o..er the ~Im of die Berlin Philham,lonic. director of The Vietlra·........ ,. ,..-.....
• three men b'y 'the wall, is electric, poetic, <leak·whli themue of racial conflicts, like ~Orchestra in 1955. ·This was
the year Scala, the London Philfwmonia. the.
and graphic-: The c.olors are. oeautiftil and · ~~ incident thatoccuredm Howard Beach, that·he first'toured ·the United States. Al- Salzburg Festival, and the . Berlin
ho ~e. . •
,.roeanin . ' The Brookl n. Then, wh;n I wQke ~p the next ways ·a, ontrovers. . figure, tie. W'8 never Philharmonic as ~ e!}- .•
texture·of movie~is·soncli;
. _
? •
•
•
• •
-tecei'9"'•Flfiii"• die.·
·At his •nual Salzbtq.,Easter Festival
·'intertwined:; ~that .ir is . iiitpo~sibJ{~,fo Lee.-had done.sbmedtini vtty:simple. ·}le · ~
~ 1ioitility ~ 'iausedJ>f'1'fs Nazi' ~ J:!=gulady-pfocfoced ~ . particularly - . ·
untangle all1fle symbols.and themes; . . · had reversed the roles, and in so doing,1he. ~•.the ,admiration .by .his m~ical skill. · ~ of ~agner, ·anc1 performed tpe Ring ,' -.
· . the · Right Thing ,begms -with a> dr.agged whi~ people, · kicking -.and
Before and during the war, musicians, cycle apeast 8. times over the course of his .
woman mci\-ing faster and faster . in a · screaining, into'. the blac~~orld. .
. .•. as '!Veil _as other artists, were solicited to career. : once -~ · the ~el: ~ In his opera
heated, m¢ hanical dance. · Her, face
Nevertheless, the real center · of the join the Nazi party: Many of them left produ~_tiQ~•.as with ~is otber projects, he
changes from happiness to neutrality, and, movie is not the riot, it is when Raheem Germany to avoid . it, but for some; demanded full control of every aspect, all
by th~ end of the ctance, it is .the personi= shows his fists to Mookie. When I though_t· including Karajan; · singer ··Elizabeth' the way-down to-the lighting design.
ficationoftough,angrypower.
·, of that Scene, where suddenly the movie S·chwa_r'zkopf apd pianist ··Walter
He was soicdncemed with deiail and
fhe first character we meet is · seems to stop and starts spinning in another Gieseking, the desire to further their absolute precisi~n that his music was
Mookie's f1end, Buggin' Out. He enters dir~tion, I realized why Lee ended with mu~ical careers outweighed · any moral described by some as .icy and often unthe pizzeria, takes a slice, and refuses to two quotations. It's not that he couldn't apprehensions they might have had. feeling in its interpretation, and he was
pay on the grounds 'that ' there are no decide between peace or violence, it's just Actual complicity or sympathy with the often assailed for his brisk tempos. But his
photographs of blacks among those of the' that, in Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn, no one can. Hitler regime was, of course, something drive and determination helped him
Italian heroes on the wall. Mookie (played The movie is a reflection of a culture · vehemently denied by these artists after the develop the Berlin Philhannonic into the
by Spike Lee), the pizzeria's deliveryman, irrevocably split within itself, suspended war was over. Karajan insisted that he only premier orchestra of Europe. Once asked
intervenes a,id settles the dispute. Mookie between love and tiate, as a result of long joined because he had no choice and tried about his dictatorial authority, he stated, ·
also mediates in the repeated, heated experience with discrimination and socio- to discount his lengthy association with the "But what I exert over the Berlin
disputes between Sal and his two sons; he's economic abuse.
Nazis, which records show extended from Philharmonic is not control. It is
almostapartofthefamily. We next meet
As critics, some of us still bring to 1933,quiteearlyinthemovement,untilthe influence." ·
Smiley, the crazy white man who lives by every situation a single understanding, and war was over. Along with his other ·
Why was Karajan such a powerful
selling photos of Malcolm X with Martin we seek one sure answer. But the line conducting duties, he occasionally figure? Part of it is the "influence" menLuth(?r King. The ~st of the characters in . between truth and unreality in the black provided the music for party meetings and tioned abovO-:-the complete control he W8$
the film are introduced in rapid succession. culture has never been clear. How could it quickly became a favorite of 8ennann able to exert over wJwever he was inStringing his way through the small, be, when infonned by lies for centuries? It Goering, who tried to stir up competition volved in, a mastery gained from the· years
fast vignettes that make up this film is is not surprising that Lee is so able to split between KarajaQ and WilheJm Furt- of hard work :.:~ hie~, 1 established his ·
Radio Raheem. Raheem doesn't talk; to into dual ideologies, and to portray them si- wlingler, then conductor of the Berlin immense musical skill. · •·
·
make his statement, he just turns up his multaneolisly. It is a way of making art, Philharmonic. As musical restrictions
A great deal of Karajan's success can
box, and he has the biggest, baddest box on and a good one.
tightened, Karajan fell from favor witl1 the also be attributed to his link with the
the block. At one point, however, he does
I remember when I first started Nazis not only because he was not willing · recording i,ndustry. As his career took off
talk to Mookie. He shows Mookie his two watching TV; theQ tlwre were no b4lcks on JoJimit his musical ~pertoire for the sake in the 1950s, rapid advances were being
solid!gold, four-finger-rings, one on each television at all, and no women in active of politics, bur ~so because in 1942 he made in the recording industry, and he took
hand. One says "love," the other, "hate." roles. Consequently, I never felt myself to married a woman who was of Jewish advantage of them, pl'Qducing hundreds of
He shows his fists to Mookie, one after the be much a part of things. Lowville only ancestry. To get away from the mounting recordings which documented virtually his
other, narrating, "this is love and this is had one movie theater, and it only played pressure, he and his wife moved to Italy entire repertoire and made it available
hate." The movie flows on in a series of Tarzan. I didn't fit in there, either. I about six months before the war was over. worldwide. He was enthralled with each
interlocking vignettes, painting a portrait learned to read instead, and spend most of When the war ended, the Allies held "de- new technological development and once
of the fast, heated action on a summer's my time absorbed in books. i seldom see Nazification" trials in Europe to clear those consider_ed haying his body "frozen" so that
day in Bed:.Stuy, Brooklyn.
films. I have made two exceptions in the who had been involved in the party, and as he tould return many years later and record
Suddenly the violence that is always past two years.and now I'll wait for Spike a result of his activities, Karajan was his repertoire again using the new techsimmering beneath the surface spills over Lee's next movie. a
·
banned from conducting in Europe for two niques of the age.
into a raw and disturbing sc~ne. This is ~e Cqrol Siri Jo~nson hails from the Ph.D:
years.
.
Karajan considered himself a proponent
scene which many of"ihe reviewers of Do Program in English.
·
The announcement' that Karajan ·and
Continued on following page.
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Harrington, continued from Page 1.
DSC Officials, continued from. Page 1.
of new music, but he rareiy performed it on not what is, but what can. be. As work in French at the University of Michi- nell, Iowa. He then -moved to · Mexico.
tour, saying that the local manager held the appropriate a tribute as this proposed Chair gan, where she worked J teaching assis- Short on money and direction, he found his
responsibility for prograrpming a concert is, it is equally important . to hope that tant.· Carina entered the Graduate School way back to New York, where he spent two
that would draw an audience. His power to · someday another Chancellor of the City in 1988, and is currently the Departmental years as a high school teacher. Convinced
draw a large audience, combined with his University would come before the Board of . Representative for the Ph.D. Program in that there must be more to life thaq the
precision of performance; ·afforded him the Trustees asking that t,he Chair be abolished · French.
anarchy he found while teaching high
unique opportunity of being able to lend a_ because everything that Mike had hoped
"It is my hope that every graduate stu- school, he left the teaching profession and
credibility to contemporary mu.sic that the for had been realized. . Perhaps ·such a dent will beconie involved in some aspect entered the Graduate School. Anyone who
stanc_lard concert audience denied. But thought is fanciful whimsy, but .Mike of the DSC, or in its chartered organiza- wishes to discuss student problems or stu'w hat he failed (or refused) to take into ac- would have wanted it no other way.
· lions. Needless to say, the departmental dent government
find Michael in the
count was the fact that he could draw an
The stilling of an. eloquent voice is elections are a very important part of the DSC office on Mondays from 10:00 audience, es~ially in the U.S., no matter always a tragedy for those who will no DSC role at the Graduate Center. Without 12:00.
what music he prograni~ed. (A music longer hear its song. But Mike's passing is a departmental representative, there can be
Cheryl Fish is in the Ph.D. Program
critic once . said only half-kiddingly of doubly sad. Unless we succumb to the • n~ departmental allocations and that means in English.
Karajan that a stereo system could be sei up historical fallacy of individual uniqueness your student fee is not working for you.
Cheryl was born in . the Bronx and
in the hall and people would still pay to see and· we subscribe to the· theory that great Please contact your department representa- grew up in Flushing, Queens. She obtained
him conduct.)
events are the product of single personages, tive with your concerns and ideas, or stop her Bachelor of Arts at Michigan State
In 1968, Karajan established two -then we must ask the inevitable question of by the DSC office during r~gular office University, and then returned to New York,
foundations, the Karajan Foundation in where the Michael Haringtons of the future hours. The DSC is your voice at the Grado- · where she worked in publishing and_reBerlin which sponsored musical study and will come from. In an age of specializat'.ion ate Center."
ceived a Master of Fine Arts in Creative
scholarship, including international and cupidity, Mike was a humanist,
Writing at Brooklyn College. F~r the past
competitions for conductors, and the perhaps the last humanist we will know in. DSC Steering Committee
four years, she has been teaching English
Research Institute of Herbert von Karajan, our lifetime. One cannot will o·thers to
composition and literature courses, as well
experimental work, particularly champion the cause of social democracy, _ Valerie Eads graduated from Temple as creative wr:iting. She is currently teachpsychological, in music . .For the latter he but one can hope that there will be those University in 1966 with a Bachelor's de- · ing _ at Hunter College. Her fields of interwas often the guinea pig. On one.occasion who come to the fore. The real tragedy of gree 'in' English. She teceived her masters ·est are 19th and 20th century literature,
during a rehearsal, his brain ·waves, Mike'spassingisnotthelosso~acomrade, at CCNY in Medieval and Renaissance feminist the(?ry,
interdisciplinary
cardiogram, pulse rate\ air intake, and but the possibility of the -impending death · Studies. She is in the History Program.
study.
·
,
·
.
emotional state were monitored. He said of hope; For those of us who care, we must · · Michael Glassma~ studies J?evelop· Christine M. K'allinger studies Gerthat the results "made it' evident that the fight with the same determination which mental Psychology at the Graduate School. manic Languages ·and Literaturt, and ·paremotional load on the body is greatest characterized Mike's final days: Thereis
· · Michael was born' in New· York City ticipates in the lnfel'disciplin¥}' Program in
pefore something happens. It was no acci- · no other choice. a
.
and raised across the Hudson River- in Medieval Studies. .
.
dent that iwo ~ohductors who died on the Peter J. Kott is PhD. candidate in Sociol- ·Rocjdand County. H~ obtained his Bache- ' '· Christine gtaduated cum bmde from
podium did
during piano, not. forte ogy.
,
'
lor's degree at Grinneli'C,ollege 'in Grin- · Queens College in· June, 1987, with a
passages." .
.
.
Bachelor of Arts .in -German: She hopes to
Among his many pr.ojecrs, the
International Students
in Immigration Law. Mr. Wernick;·who•is inc;~ st~dent i~terest in ictivities at .the
Salzburg Easter Festival was perhaps
Continued from Pagel
· also a .~ofessor · at Hostos'· Community Graouate ··cerit~r; especiall/_after havi~g
nearest to his heart. He created the annual World, America and_the International Stu- College and on the board of the Cente~ for witnessed the togetherness of the studen~
ten~~y festival in 1966, which consisted of dent." His main area of interest was; as he Immigrants' Rights, spoke of the two ideo- at the May, 1989 rally opposing the budget
a ne~ opef3: production and three c!ifferent put it, "the relations between peoples' and logical .trends prevalent in the U.s: govern- cuts and tuition increase.' She w.ould like to
symphopicperfonq~~hewi-L11cin .•' •
. .· '
·-· .• ~ ..._n : ~-•- •!i..:,: !.., , , .
,., .
, .. o.
-· -·
.,..... , •. ,
··•·
•
,uL~• --'-'...:,;,, ~ ..,_j"'1i. ~ ;,
-complete charge O every aspect. Yatrons 01scuss1ons abOufmternational students an~d _'tlie government encourages <foreigners to . and Sunday·:·•r ' ,...- • "T--· ,, , . '~
clamored to sponsor the _festival, which foreign affairs, the,.agenda focuses too much come to ~e United States, primarily to
' 'Manjula Giri is in the Ph.p. Program
was never at a loss for funds.
··
on international bu.siness. He compared the provide 'low-cost labor. At the same time, ·in Sociology. Manjula would like to do her
His life maintained a diversity of •stu9ent movement in China and the th_e there are restric~onist poliGies 'Vhich h;ive research in Women's Studies, )Vith special
character which was quite uncommon .for student movement at CUNY, saying that increased during the lasttwo or three years. reference to Nepal, her native land. · Her
the celebrated conductors of his time; he they: were the .two mosfex~iting events that Mr. Wernick clarified th,at as a general rule, interest in 'ihe field includes the role ofi
'ivas a model for'a men's clothing line weU had takeh place last Spring. ''After all," he international students
·not allowed to leadership and the status of women in the
into his career, he piloted ·his own Lear jet, _ said, "organization and activism are the tw·o work. However, if after one year there is a Hindu· religion. She plans to finalize her
and he was an avid practitioner of Zen' vital aspects of student .life. I support th_e . change i.il their financial' status, foreign topic with_her advisor·as she. enters Level
Buddhism.for over 40 years. His influence CUNY student protest strongly;"
students can g~t permission to work from III of her doctoral studies.
·
will be felt, his presence will be
As to the kind of . education the the Imtnigration and Naturaliza~ion ServIn a4dition to her graduate· work,
remembered, but, above all, his per- international student sh·o uld receive, ice. They may also work half~time for the Manjula is the President of the Informances will be missed:
Professor Traboulay stated that the educa- college or university during the academic ~ernationat Students Association · at the
Ars longa, vita btevis.
tion-at CUNY is extremely valuable. He yearandfull-timeduringvacations. Inaddi- Graduate Center. ' She ·has also organized
. contrasted his own colonial education (a tion, they may receive Practical Training or several seminars and cultural events.
Robin Thomas studies musicology at the
degree in Classics from the ·University of Co-op experience.
Mr. Wernick then
Said M~hmoud studies p·arallel
Graduate School.
Dublin) to that of the current international talked about the legal issues related to in- Computing Architectures.
---------------------------~ student Unlike the international students ternational students who wish to work in ·
Said was·born and raised irr Cairo. He
of his time, who knew more about the the United States after they graduate. holds 3 Masters degree's; one in Informahistory and the politicai' systems of the Foreign students must be employed in tion Science from Pittsburgh' University,
countries they studied in; the international 'order . apply for an H-1 temporary another in Physics from Cairo University,
student of ·today knows mo~e about tl}e professional work visa. Mr Wernick added and in Computer Science from the School
history of his own country and relatively that the trend in Washington is to make of-Engineering at City College. He js"also
little about the history of the countries of these ~mpo~ary work visas mote difficult assistant Professor of Computer Science at
the West. Professor Traboulay suggested to obtain.
SUNY at Old Westbury. He is-currently on
that internatiQnal students should be part of
Elizabeth Barnum of the International · a leaye.of absence from a teaching position
the ·very exciting debate concerning the ·Student Office ~t the Graduate Center said at Cairo Unive~ity. Said wants to particicurriculum at CUNY. He proposed that a few words about the different issues pate in the DSC so he can become involve~
international as well as American students raised by the panelists, most importantly, . in student activities, as well to comrnushould take a course in World history and the issue of institutional and governmental nicate· the needs of international ·students
literature. In addition, international responsiblity toward international students. to the DSC.
stMents should take a course in American She also stressed the need for better
history. It should be kept in mind, research concerning international students
however, that Professor Traboulay's talk and the need to maintain contact with these
was addressed to the undergraduate foreign students, whether they choose to stay on in
students at CUNY, even though the spirit the United States or return home. The
of his talk applied to all students, both moderator, Ramesh Gehani, then summed
graduate
undergraduate, international up the mafo points of the seminar and the
Thursd~y, October 26 ·
and American.
discussion continued over refreshments. ff
The final speaker on the panel was
This report was prepared by the
3:30 P.M.-Steering Committee_
Alan Wernick, an attorney who specializes Internaiional Students Association.
5:30 P.M.-General Assembly
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live of the previous chapters, the final own irrelevance." A little later, she conchapter, "Saving Daylight," is a free-float- tinues in the same vein, "I lived alone but
ing amalgamation of various theories of in expectancy, which robbed me oflhe neelanguage and of writing, with memories of essary solace that surely must accrue for
her family. The reader }cams that writing those who truly live alone." There are also
has been cathartic' for the author. It has images of her life in New Haven .
enableq her to accept at last her sister Jfat's Strangely enough, "fanciful days" in New
By Binita Mehta untimely death . "So flowers for you this Haven remind her of Pakistan. Sometimes,
_ year Jfat: already we have spent enough on the "gothic roofs of Yale ... that prolifcraMeatless Days
quite determined whether food or God COi\· fetishes." Some of the more abstract pas- tion of cupola and dome," give her the
By Sara Suleri.
stituted her most profound delight." i:he sages, where the author muses about Ian- impression of being in a Muslim country:
186 pp. The University of Chicago Press, author describes Dadi's fondness for the guage and life, are confusing, and appear to "In i.hosc momenL'i I am glad to go out
1989. $17.95 '
predawn m~ls eaten during the fasting t>C mere exercises in style. "Living i,n Ian- wandering again, breathing in the intellecmonth of Ramzan. "I think she fasted only -guage is tantamount to living with other tion of the West, feeling in the air.a heavy
In recent months there has been a vari- because she enjoyed the sehri meal and that people. Both are positions in equilibrium peace of books uPwritten and books writety of books written in English by Indians mammoth infusion of food at such an ex- that attend up gravity's capacity for· flota- ten, never to be read."
and Pakistanis living in America. Some of traordinary hour." . Her position of senior- ti9n, which is a somber way of lookipg out
Despite the au-thor's nostalgia for her
these texts, like Rohinton Mistry's Swim- ity in the household gave Dadi the freedom for the moment when signific;ance can family and Pakistan, its food and atmosming Lessons~ are semi-autobiographical to vehemently express her opinions of men. empty into habit." The prose is elegant and phere, the reader perceives that she is glad to
reminiscences about the Ian~ of their birth. "Men! There is more goodness in a stylish, but empty, and there are many such _ ~-be living in America. · Nonetheless, in
Others, like Gita Mehta's Raj, which tells woman's little finger than in the benighted examples in this chapter. Later, however, Meatless Days, Suleri is at her most clothe story of a princely family in pre-inde- mind of man." Suleri's three sisters, the when Sulcri compares theatrical perform- quent when writing about her family and
pendence India, are ~orks of pure fiction. passionate Ifat, the gentler Nuz and Tillat, ance to teaching, she has her feet planted Pakistan . .There is a certain lightness and
Still others, like · Anita Desai 's the youngest, also play important roles in . firmly on the ground. Teaching, the author 'warmth in Suleri 's portrayal of her childBaumgartner' s Bombay, straddle two cul- the author's life. "I was asleep inside of her concludes, is more ri*y than performing h~. The., description of her life in the
-tures, does Sara Suleti's Meatless Days. influence when I did not yet know how to on a stage, because a teacher lives with the United States is cold and dark, with occaIn what is a very different kind of autobiog- sleep," says the author about her beautiful uncertainty of not knowing the. end of the- sional flashes of warmth.
raphy, the author intermingles family his- and _tempestuous sister Ifat, who died in a plot.
·
Meatless Days goes beyond local
tory with the history of Pakistan, and also hit-and-run ac;:cident. ~ome of the most
· , Finally, the author gives us a glimpse color and exoticism, and recounts an intiincludes fragments of her life in ~merica. . poignant segments ,o f the autobiography of her life in America. She speaks of her mate tale of one person's struggle to reconMeatless Days is divid~d into nine are concerned with the premature death of struggles with loneliness and dependency. cile the E<i$tern and Western sides pf her
chapters·, each one a story about Sule~i and Ifat and her mother:, both in road accidents. In the chapie_r entitled, "Goodbye to th.e personality. Anyone who has spent any
her family members. The author moves Suleri ably ble_nds_personal history with Greatness olTom," she speaks of love an_d time at all in two _very different cultur~s
,back and forth in time, from · rekindled that of Pakis.tan; she mourns -~e ~dea.ths of painful, separatior:i.. .Her loneliness was w_iH identify with her dilemma. · Suleri,'s
memor1es,of her chil~hood in Pakistan t,o family memper,;, ~ong, with th~ so~rl:ie~_. most acute when Tom called her from dif- autobiographx,is more than that, ho~ever.
her life as an Engli§h professor _at Yale: _who · ·
-1?et~ Ir:.!H( . f.erentpal!Sof._theworld. "Sop1e_,cliemi~~lls Meatless Days isaisoan ·excrciseinaufq. '
·. ,
andP~stan.
,
, -, ;_ . ,. ."
, oftendeme.uo(.cou,so.w~w-,wake -.bl9.IPJPbFlll.;-,writing, ~ - lho ~
· JS
historical C .
IS
and Pakistani ' . - In Meatleu Days, fQOd ~ as a me uj,wkhia
~ - · ··,v~. - Although the . book ·is writiefl - ~ f o r ~: The title of the book but listening,t() ihat ~ w a d .
.
from ~e po_int of V!eW of: a Pak~starii ·re(ers ~ ~act lh_at afier Pak~.~ became, fng thing, u Jhough-l were being methodi·
woman who has li~ed both i": Pakistan ~nd an il'ldepend~_nt nation in 1~7, i\yo days . cally .s.l~pped_ht·Jhe i~vitability o.f my_
the United States,.what adds to its richness out of eac.h week were designated ,as ~~~~~!!!!!!!!~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~!!!!!!!~~~~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!:1
is thll-ttNrwardlraw" . .
die
...:::3;~ ..a~dl!I!
cultural heritage:,she. is ·the off-sprin,g ofa natio~ supply
catiie." Food
11
·.
h_
'•
Welsh mother and a Pakistani father. Her is v,ery closely ~nn~ted. to Jhe ~tei:'s .
other, an English ~ach~r. ·who _uotil her memories---;-both good and bad---Of ~
dea
· ed a stranger to Pakistan and its family and c.~ildhood in ~s~. · The first
customs, is
· aluiost mystical two chapters are. filled with references to
terms. "During my years at tlie university, _f.OQCI., Speaking of her sisters she observes,
I became quite accustomed to the way "I-was impressed by it, their ability to take
people would walk up to me and say, 'I the world on their tongues." In one bulove Mrs. Suleri!; 'I understand -the sensa- morous episode, the author is disturbed to
tion,' I'd smile in reply." Suleri describes learn from her sister Tillat that a dish she
the difficulty her mother had living in a ate as a child, kapura, were not sweetbreads
. post-colonial Pakistan. "What could that cooked with kidneys, but goat's testicles.
world do with a woman who called herself "I had to go back to wher:_e I belonged and-a Pakistani, but who looked suspiciously · past a thousand different mealtimes-try to
like the past it sought to forget?" ;Her reconstruct the parable of the kapura." Not
mother learned to survive in Pakistan, a believing her sister, the authoi:: asks her
country which had never really accepted Pakistat;ii compatriots the exact meaning of
her, with a sense of detachment and indif- kapura. She is forced, however, to drop the
ference. Where her mother was uon-con- subject when one of her them blun,tly exfrontational her father was authoritarian. plains, "Balls, darling, balls." Food also
"Can I even recollect how they sat together becomes a useful way for the author to inin a room, J,hat most reticent woman and troduce cef!,ain Muslim customs, such as
that most demanding man?" Her father, Z. the fasting month of Ramzan, also known
A. Suleri, had been an important journalist as "t'1e season of perfect meals." Suleri's
and writer from the the birth of Pakistan succulent description of the meals eaten
throughout its different regimes. Appro- ·during this !!lonth offer a mouth-watering
_priately enough, the chapter devoted to treat to the reader. ''The food itself, deSuleri's father is entitled, "Papa and Paki- signed to keep the penitent sustained from
stan." The author has nothing but awe and dawn until dusk, was insistent in its richadmiration for her father, whom she show- ness and intensity, with bread dripping darers with praise. She remembers. him as a ified butter, and curried brains, and cumin
very temperamental man, who had the eggsl and peculiarly potent .vermicelli,
whole household dancing to his tune. She soaked overnight in sugar and failed milk."
draws a wonderful analogy when she re- Even the author's decision to leave Paki·. '-marks "There we were, attendant on his stan and. move to America is described in The Auditorium
_te~pe~luous career, waiting like proof- culinary terms. "But we were coming to a
The
Graduate
School
and Unin~rsity Center of the
readers to go through the galleys of his parting, Pakistan and I. I felt supped full of
days, breathless with surprise."
history, hungry for flavors less su:ingcnt on
City University of New York
Nevertheless, women play the pre- my palate, less demanding ofmy loralty,"
33 West 42nd Street
dominant role in the book. First, there is she announces to the family. Thus Amer· New York City
Dadi, Suleri's ficsly grandmother who ica becomes a means for the author to flee
Admission is FREE
would berate Satan, and then treat food with her own history, as well aithat of Pakistan.
equal intensily. "We pondered it but never
· In contrJSt to the straightforward narra-
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A Lecture &
Panel discussion with

Jacques

_Thursday, September 28, 1989
5:00·P.M.

Featuring:
Alice Attie
Isabelle Lorenz
William McClellan &
Chris top her Prendergast

(
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Announcements
e

Center for Labor-Management Policy ·Studies

The Democratic Socialists of America

Charles Sabel, Professor of Political Science, MIT, will speak at The
Center's first Brown Bag Seminar of the Fall 1989 semester on "International Competition and the Organization ofProduction: Economic R~alities
and the Emerging Patterns of Industrial Relations." The talk will be held on
. Thursday, October 12th from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. Room to be--announced.

Laszlo Bruszt
of the

Th Center will hold a special forum for the six Gompers Awardees of _
the first cycle of the.Samuel Gompers Union Leadership Awards. The allday Forum is scheduled for Tuesday, October 17th and will be held at ~he
Graduate School.

Hungarian Academy, of Sciences
and

Co-founder ~nd National Secretary
of the

The Center is the sponsor of a South African Career Development Fellowship for Mr. Thami Mcerwa, a Legal Officer,of the Na~onal Council of
Trade Unions of South Africa. Mr. Mcerwa is arriving on September 18th
· and will serve his four-month Fellowship at The Center and District Council
37.
(Call The Center for additional details at-(212) 391-04110.) . ·

Pluralism In Action

World Green
Movement

·A working conference on·group relations: ,
authority, lell4ership and cultural.diversity
in organizations.

.A new discussio!} _o n· Green polttics
· is now fo~~g at tl~e Graduate
School. Our interests include
peace, environmentalism,
feminism and ·s ocial justice.
Contact Roy'Davenport (212) 733-3284 or
Contact
Ted Soryu (914) 357-4030
Sylvia Monell (212) 842-6809 (nights)

Finley Student Center
City Coliege
. October 13-lS, 1989
. Application Necessary.

·

Ai--

Brooklyn
Bay Ridge - $400 share. Call Michael 6809162.
Carroll Gardens - $395. Call Milcho (718)
834-9622.
Carroll Gardens - $413 share. Call (718)"
260-9341.
Mid wood ~ $2000/month. Beverly & Argyle Rds. Beautiful Victorian. Call (718)
693-0609.
Midwood - $1200. 5.5 rin apt with porch, 2
blks to D line. Call Edward (718) 434-3905
eves.
Park Slope - $775 sublet begin 10/15.
Small 2 bdrm. apt with outside deck, furnished. Cal.I Gene or Sue (718) 789-5879,
or642-2950.
Park Slope - 3 bdrms. shares. $1400. (718)
965-2817.
Park Slope -:-$470. Call Linda (718) 7889243.
·

Manhattan
Upper Westside - $650. Call Lucille (212)
865-3107.
·
2nd Ave. & 22nd St. "' Female share: $500/
month, includes . gas & elec. 6th floor
single furn rm in 2 bdrm apt (with private
. half-bath): Elevator. _Intercom entrance
· with . 24-br security guard. Call Sylvia
(212) 566-3539 days.
· 77th & Columbus ~ $895/month, · fully
fµrnished studio apt. fully renovated,
- . marble bath. 4th floor walk~up. Buzzer entrance, Call Frank (718) 507-4813 days;
(212) 769-0404, machine.
108th & Columbus - $900, I-year sublet, 2
bdrms, liv rm, kitch & bath, furnished.
Call Colette (212) 866-3748.
Tudor City - $1000, for 1 or 2 semesters. 1
bdrm furnished, newly painted, East River
view, doorman bldg. Call Ms. Erikson
(212) 818-0562.

Democratic League of
Independent Trade Unions
in Hu~gafy
Will Speak On

"The. Transition to Democracy
in Hungary"
Wednesday, October 11, 1989
7:00P.M.
.
Room To Be Announced

Riverside
St. - $900 sublet,
elec, gas included, 1-2 year-lease. I lge
bdrm, liv rm, dining foyer, pullman
kitchen. CallMark(914)947-1528eves.
85th & 1st Ave, - $900 sublet 4 months
begin 11/1, elec, gas included. Furn studio
with sep kitch. One-floor walk-up. Call
Allesandra (212) 975-0219, days, .o r 6286828 eves. ·
·
·
90th St -Call .Beth (212) 876-7212.
$350. Call Sue (212) 568-7383.
$475. Call Marietta (212) 755-2986.
$500. CaUMarjorie Smith (212) 219-1900
days; 619-2894 eves.
Parkside location - rm for rent. Call (212)
271-2806.

Witty academic sweetheart of a middle- likemusicandreading,pleasesendnoteand
aged man with wife, children, dog, subur- photo tQ Box}07, The Advocate.
ban horn~, four cars, affluent lifestyle, Average, normal female looking for the
seekskind,intelligentfemale-friendtoread same in a male. No models, · Donald
to. Write Box 103, The Advocate.
Trumps or Derrida wann~. I'm 5'4",
A real Dog seeks mistress/master, likes to blond, from InC,iana. Sweep me away. Must
cuddle, leather leashes tum me on. Playful, not be ' turned off by cobras. Write Box
quiet, undemanding, housebroken. Write 121, The Advocate.
to Box 105, The Advocate.
Woman aging fast desperate for romance.
Married man -looltjng for married woman. My place or yours. Write to Box 109, The
Must love kids and other anima)s. If things Advocate.
work, willing to eventually ·cut presentFo
--r-ty-is_h_m_a-le-p-re_a_c,....he-r/-teac_h_e_r_w-ith-un_i_on
matrimonial tie. Please send weight -and card seeks someone to share kingdom with.
bust si~e. Post-modernists and decon- Write Box·115. The Advocate.
structivists need not reply. Write Box 113, · Little Red Riding Hood looking for Big Bad
The Advocate. .
Wolf to experiment with ·Marxist psychoPetitehazel-eyedfemalelookingforfriend- analytic -m~>Vements. ''My~Graildma, what
ship,perhapsmore.Ifyou'reamale,thirty- sharp teeth you have ... " Write Box 119,
Finishing the dissertation does not have to' something, have a good sense of humor, The Advocate.
be the alienating process of isolation and ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
despair filled wonderment that it so often
can become in the metro area. Join~ small,
supportive group of empathetic candidates
who know exactly what you are going
through. A nominal fee will be charged.
Call (718} 636-1070. Leave message.

--'-------------

0

PERSO~ALS
Rugged intellect (thirtysomething male)
·seeks kind listener (nubile young female)
into Marx; Hegelian dialectic, social activism, and the sanctity oflife. Write Box 101,
The Advocate.
Roses are red, violets are blue, I'm schizophrenic and I am, too. Male psych candidate
seeks female to make it'a foursome. Write
Box 111, The Advocate.
Student of the "arts" looking for master
craftsperson to teach all secrets. Must be
willing to experiment Warning: no expressionism, if you know what I mean. Write
Box 117, The Advocate.

. Luncheon Special $ 7.95
25% Discount
Exclusively for CUNY Students
With Student I.D.

135 W. 45th STREET
·2nd FLOOR
.NEW YORK CITY 11036
(212) 768-8738

CATERING• PARTIES .

